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SUMMARY
Testing for a Jump in Spectra and Cross-Spectra
Various physical problems in meteorology, oceanography 
and radar involve the analysis of mixed spectra, i.e. spectra 
containing both a continuous and a discrete component. After 
a brief outline of the basic concepts of spectral theory 
Chapter I is concerned with an analytical derivation of 
Fisher’s classical periodogram test (for the presence of a 
harmonic (or discrete) component in a mixed spectrum) for 
the case of independent observations. In Chapter 2 this 
test is generalized to the case when the observations are 
from a stationary Gaussian process. Two particular tests, 
one due to Whittle and the other due to Bartlett (the 
grouped periodogram test) are described in the latter half 
of this chapter and their advantages, disadvantages and 
limitations discussed.
Chapter 3 is based on two papers by Priestley 
(see [l8], I, II). Following Priestley a test based on 
the correlogram is derived along with the asymptotic power 
of Whittle’s test, the grouped periodogram test and the 
P(A) test. These asymptotic powers are compared. A 
critical discussion of Preistley's P(A) test and the 
asymptotic power comparisons concludes the chapter.
In Chapter 4 Hannan’s smoothed periodogram test, 
where the spectral density function is estimated by a 
smoothing of the periodogram, is adjusted to give a new 
spectral estimate. This new estimate, while being far 
from ideal, represents a marked improvement over previous 
spectral estimates. This is verified by means of a
iii
numerical example.
The final chapter of this thesis is an extension 
of theoe ideas to the case of two independent series of 
observations. Two independent tests, one based on the 
phases and the other on the amplitudes, are derived and 
combined to give a test for the presence of a harmonic 
component. A practical application of this test was 
examined for the case of two independent sets of 
rainfall data. This data was analysed (using an I.B.M. 
1620 computer) and tested for periodicities : a summary
of the results is given at the end of Chapter 5*
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CHAPTER 1
The Classical Periodogram Test 
for the Presence of a Harmonic 
Component in Mixed Spectra
1.1 Basic concepts of spectral theory.
The sequence of real valued random variables
..) is called a stochastic
sequence if every finite collection
(l.i.i)
has a prescribed joint probability distribution and these 
distributions are compatible. A time series could be defined 
as a chronologically ordered sequence of values assumed by 
a time dependent variable x^ at equal intervals of time.
In the modern theory of time series analysis it is assumed that 
such a sequence is a realization of a stochastic sequence {x }. 
This implies that infinitely many other realizations are 
possible. In practice we are usually given a finite portion 
(x.^ , x ... x^) of one realization only. Even if it seems 
unrealistic to think of more than one realization, e.g. daily 
sunspot numbers, it is still worthwhile to postulate a 
mathematical model (namely a stochastic sequence) in which 
infinitely many realizations are conceptually possible.
2 .
A process is called strictly stationary if the distribution 
of (l.l.l) is the same as the distribution of
*'Xt +hf xtn+h* Xt +h^-L c- n
for every n, t^, t0, . .., t , h. In other words the probability 
distributions are invariant under translation of the origin of time. 
A process is called weakly stationary or stationary in the wide 
sense if, for every t,
e(xt) = m = constant 
e(x^ ) < co
e(x„x , ) is independent of s.S S-f-L
In what follows a process which is stationary in the wide sense 
will be referred to simply as a stationary process.
y1 = G(x x , ) is called the t ^  serial covariance and it 
is clear that y  - 7  ^i.e. the sequence of serial covariances 
is symmetric about zero. This sequence, known as the 
correlogram, in the past formed the basis of the analysis of time 
series. Modern analysis however is based on the Fourier cosine 
transform of the 7^.
L>
n-1
If lim E 7^ exists then 
n-Ko -n+l
3 .
f (A) = lim
rr>co
J L
2ir
n-1
Z
t=-n+1
7 t cos At (1.1.2)
= lim
n>co
_1
2rr
n-1
Z
-n+1
itA0 (1.1.3)
' r-e function A :is called the spectral density function of the
process .Furthermore f(A) is an even function of
A and is considered only in the range [-7T,7r] since it is periodic 
with period 2ir outside this range. It is noted that
(1.1.4)
(1.1.5)
If F(A) has a density function f(A) then f (A) dA may be 
replaced by dF(A) in (1.1.4) and (1.1.5) to give a Reimann-Stieltjes 
Integral. F(A) is called the spectral distribution function: 
instead of calling f(A) the spectral density we sometimes call it 
the spectrum although this term properly refers to the set of 
values over which F(A) is increasing.
F (A) may be written in the form
F(A) = F1(A) + F2(A) + Fj(X) (1.1.6)
4.
where (i) F-^ (A) is absolutely continuous,
-Tr
(1.1.T)
(ii) F^(A) is a jump function, being constant save
for jumps at a finite or denumerable set of
points.
(iii) F^(A) is continuous with zero derivative almost
everywhere. F^(A) is a singular function and 
is usually ignored in spectral analysis.
When only F-^ (A) is present in (1.1.6) we say the process
has a continuous spectrum with spectral density f(A). In the
the process is said to have a mixed spectrum. Due to the form of 
F0 (A) there will be distinctive jumps in F(A) at the frequencies 
at which the discrete (harmonic) components are present.
In an attempt to find a suitable estimate cf f(A) for the 
sample {xf, t = 1, ..., n) we are prompted by the form of (1.1.2) 
to define the statistic called the sample periodogram as
case of F^(A) being the only component present in (1.1.6) we 
say the process has a discrete spectrum.
If
F(A) = F1 (A) + F2 (A) (1.1.8)
5.
I (AjX) n I A  E1 xs xt cos (s't)A < t=l s=l
n-1 
2 Z 
s=-n+1
M  < IT
|A| < tr
(1.1.9)
where the sample covariance c is given bys
,(n-l) . (1.1.10)
Now
n-1 /
lim S(ln (A,x)) = lim 2 Z ( 1 
n>co n>co s=-n+l-
1
n-s
n-s
S x,x, n t t+st=l
c — c 5 s — >> —s s
= 4tt f (A)
at all points of continuity of f(A) so that the periodogram is an 
asymptotically unbiased estimate of 4tt f(A). The variance of the 
periodogram however does not approach zero (see Hannan [13] pp.52-5*0 
so that it is not a consistent estimator.
A consistent estimator of the average value of the spectrum 
over a small band of frequencies can be obtained by taking a 
weighted average of periodogram values in the neighbourhood of the 
band. If it is required to estimate the average value of the 
spectrum over a band then an averaging of the periodogram over the 
band is quite satisfactory. The trouble comes however when one
6.
wishes to obtain detailed information so that bands have 
to be made very narrow.
* * * * * * *
7.
1.2 The distribution of the periodogram.
Tests in harmonic analysis are, in general, based on a 
statistic called the periodogram which is defined by (1.1.9) 
or alternatively by
I 0 \ , x )n f
P n itA-l 2 Prri- | Z x+ e J| , A . =n 't=1 t ' J n (1.2.1)
where j = 1, 2, . .> [-g-n], the squared brackets representing the 
integral part of |rn (i.e. if n is even, -g-(n-l) if n is odd). 
Assuming xt to be i.i.d. N(0,l') and writing
nrf — cos tA . and b , v n ,i t
"2"- sin tA . n J
(1 .2.2)
with A. defined as before so that b =0 for each j, it follows J t t
that the linear functions
A = Z a x, and B = L b x 
t=l t=l
(1.2.9)
will also be| i.i.d. (0,l) except for j=0,vm. 
From (1.2.2) and (1.2.3)
2 „2A + B Z x, cos tA . + Z x, sin t A .
t=i * V  Vt=i 1 J
2 -
Z x^e 
t = i  °
itA. 2<3 I In (A.,x) .
(1-2.4)
(1.2.5)
8.
Since A and B are both normally distributed, I (A ,x) will be 
distributed as a X2 variate with two degrees of freedom (with 
the exception of I^(Ao^x) and, for n even, 1^ C\in,x) whose 
distributions have only one degree of freedom) i.e. putting
y. = I (A.,x) we have J n y
f (yj) 1
-br.
0 < y . < co- J (1.2.6)
The omission of the two exceptional cases will not 
in general affect the test which is about to be derived 
(see Hannan [13] p.77).
From (1.2.6) it is seen that the probability of a 
periodogram ordinate being equal to, or exceeding any particular 
value, say k, is given by
[yj ^ k) JL2
iy. dy -4k (1.2.7)
or the case we are considering Cov(y . ,y^  ' =0 (n
(Hannan 1 3 ’ p53 ) so that the y. are, as^pyotlonlly, independent.
fence if y . is the largest of n independent values, the probability <3
that all n values are less than k is given by
a k nP(k) = Pr(y1 < k, yg < k, ..., y^ < k) = (l-e 2 )
(1.2.8)
This is usually referred to as Walker's criterion (see Walker [22]).
9.
1.3 A periodogram test for independent observations.
Knowing the distribution of the periodogram a test 
(first derived geometrically by Fisher [8] and analytically by 
Whittle[25  ^) will be developed to test for the presence of a 
harmonic component on the null hypothesis that the observations 
{x^ ., t = 1, . .., n} are independent, stationary and Gaussian. 
Placing
I (A.,x) n y y.
[yn]
2 I (\,x)
k=l n k
s y,
(1-3.1)
a suitable test statistic is the greatest of the g., (see
J
Fisher [8]). It may be desired, however, once one or more
jumps has been established, to test for further jumps. We will
therefore consider the more general analytical case of the
distribution of the r^1 greatest of the g.. On deriving thisd
distribution the distribution of max g. will be obtained simply
j J
by putting r = 1.
The method used, remembering that each of the
2
y.(=I (A.,x)) is distributed as a X variate, is to find the J n x y
characteristic function and hence the density function of the
•4-reciprocal of g^, the r greatest of the g^. A simple
transformation gives the density function and hence the
distribution of g (see Whittle [25]). Ordering the g. so that
J
10.
Si > So > • • • > S > • •> Sr (1.3.2)
where N = [-g-n], the characteristic function of g ^ is given by
0 (0)
±e_\
e \ e
N N-lr-1
yr
p gj f(yi; •••>yK) e r djj_. ...ayN
(1.3.3)
The first term arises from the fact that any one of the g may be
the r^k greatest and there are ^  ^  ways of choosing the (r-l)
of the g. which will be greater than g _.J
Now
f(yj 2 e
and the y’s are all independent so that
f (yl' (i)1' exp -j- I z^ y^ j-
N-l
\ 4>(e) = n
CO CO 00 yr yrl f ...... r .... fJ
' yr-l=yr y = y1 "r yr+l=° Y =0N
L
exp | lG - i Zy. j^y1 - • -dyK
11.
where the limits of integration are easily seen from (1.3.2).
Performing the first (N-l) integrations and 
putting -|y = y
*(0 ) N-lr-1
er(i0-y) A  _ (iG-y) N-r dy (i
(± ie vN-1
' ” y
n s the probability density function of g ^ is given by
1_
2IT
-ie
s
0(g ) e r dG
then
1_______N1
2ir (N-r) 1 (r-0)! ” er(ie-y) ( l - e (l0-y) )- ---■*-
N-l
N-r
Z
j=o
-ie
e e (r+j)(iG-y)
(1 - & )y
i* —l
0
since
N-r(i - hie'y>) N-rZ
j=o
(-if
(ie-y)j
e
The integrand of (1.3.6) is absolutely integralle so 
that the order of integration may be reversed to evaluate
.3-5)
dy dG
dy dG
.3.6)
12.
i e (J+ r - s ' 1 )
e___________
-CO /-^ I Q
 ^ ~ y
ae (1.3.7)
The contour around which we are integrating here is composed of 
the real axis and the infinite circle above or below it, as the
i Q
case may be, depending on whether e occurs having a positive
or negative power. The pole occurs at G  = -iy so that if
j + r > ^— > 1 the integral vanishes. If j + r < ^— by 
°r gr
applying the generalized Canchy result
(Zo)
nl_
2iri J[  F(z)c ( z - z ) v o n+1
the integral (1.3.7) is evaluated as
N-l y(j+r-g A
( r r'1 „ 1 . r f ~2 e ' " '  ~ r
( F - 2 ) I ' g r  J ;
and so
w  -lx r / n\ ~ r , n N j /tt-r\ r -2rr N-l, -1 . xN-2 “ysr
f.(gr } = 2F{rJ ^ o(-l} { j )J Jl—  y (gr "J”r) G * *y
(1.3.8)
Now f(g ) = -g"P f/g"1)
f(gr) = r ©r <-»J i‘v  r
V-*lj=o (N-2)! 1 o
N-l "ygr1 „ y e . dy
13.
N-r . / \ / \N-2
(r-l)! (N-r) I (‘1)J ( j )
Nl(N-l)
This is true however only in the case j + r < —  so that,
gr
putting k = j+r
'K >  - ( J i , (g>), ' i 1 f c )  (
(1.3.9)
From (1.3.2) it is clearly seen that the maximum value g can take
is — so that r
Pr(gr > x)
1 [si1]
r r Ni (n-1) r£ (-1) 
k=r/ (r~l)I (N-r)l=x
/ \k-r /N-r\ %N-2
Z Vk-rJ ^ “kgr  ^ dg]
which on reversing the order of summation and integration
r -In 1
hi (N-l) [X J P k , .vk-r Al-r\ . >N-2
(r-l)I (N-r)l f J ('1) (k-r) ( 'kgr ) Sr '
8r=x
(1.3.10)
This is easily evaluated to give
F(x) = Pr(gr > x)
_NI__[XE ] (-l)k~r (l-kx) N-l
* k=r k (N-k)l (k-r)l (1.3.11)
14.
The distribution of max g. is obtained by placing r=l in (l.3*H)
J J
to give
Fx(x) = Pr(g]L > x) *  (-1 ) ^ 1 HI (l-kx)1“'"1kil kl (n-I^I
(1.3.12)
This distribution (1.3.12) was obtained geometrically by Fisher 
who, from it, evaluated a table of significance points [8].
The test is generally referred to as Fisher’s g test.
The successive terms of (1.3.11) decrease so rapidly 
that quite a satisfactory significance level is obtained by 
considering only the first term so that
F(x) (1.3.13)
and similarly (1.3.12) approximates to
F1(x) ~ N(l-x)1'"1
* * * * * * *
(1.3.no
15.
1.4 Limitations of Fisher’s Test.
The application of Fisher’s test is severely limited in
two respects. Firstly it is not reasonable, as a null hypothesis, to 
assume that the observations are independent. Further, the grid 
points on which the periodogra.m ordinates are estimated are multiples
consecutive grid points the amplitude of the harmonic component is 
c on s i de rab ly re due e d .
be independent, is easily relaxed as we shall soon see when 
discussing equivalent tests in the case of observations from a 
stationary Gaussian population. The second limitation, however, 
is not easily removed and as to just how much it affects the 
significance of the test will be seen from an examination of the 
effect of a jump on the periodogram.
For the independent observations x-^ , x^, . • • > x n  v'e 
have defined the periodogram as
of ~  and, as a result, when a jump in F(?\) occurs between two
The first restriction, namely that the observations must
2
2 x ’p p* x (1.4.1)n
where p* * = (e x' = (x-,, ..., x ) and p* is the
transposed conjugate of p. The observed stationary process
• •} n m y  "be represented byxt, t = 1, .
x.t = y.t + zt (1.4.2)
where y is a stationary process with an absolutely continuous
spectral density function and g(y ) = 0. Also,z^_ is assumed
to have a discrete spectrum. \ % ] is independent of -y, .
t ~ c
Substituting (1.4.2) in (1.4.1) gives
I in Giyx) = y’pd*y + y W * z + y W * z + ZW :
and on taking expectations
i .e.
e (I k &vx))
e (k (k’x))
y ’lid*y + z'nn*z
itp.
Z y, e
t=l c
£ z. e
t=l *
2
(1.4.3)
Hence the increase in € (i^ ( ^ ^ x M  due to the presence of a
harmonic component
Z z e 
t=l
itp. 2
(1.4.4)
Suppose a jump occurs at a frequency A p  then z^_ can
be written in the form
IT.
Kt = a, e k
n it [i
Z zt et=l
i t A k  - -i t A k+ ak e
n it(|i +Aj n it(q -Ak)
a, Z e J + cL Z e J 
k t=l t=l
~ 2 . ,2- - a.n 1 k 1
n it([i +Ak) 
Z e J 
t=l
n it(n .-Aj 
Z e J k 
• t=l
2 , ,2 - O'n 1 k 1
sin2 | (nj-Ak) 
sin2 \  (|ij-Ak)
s m 2 § (n1+Afc)
sirC -J- (Hj+Ak )
(1.4.5)
As \  tends towards p. . (i.e. when a jump occurs near to k j
one of the grid points) the first term in the brackets of (1.4.5)
2
is the dominant one and (1.4.5) itself tends towards 2n jo, j
Consider the worst possible case which occurs when the jump lies
midway between two consecutive grid points, say ~ ~ ~ ~ and —
In this case sin §■ (li-A, ) = 1 and sin 4 (ll-A, ) - sin ~ ~2 ^ k7 2 ^  2n 2n
On 2so that (1.4.5) is approximately equal to ~
77"
Hence when a
jump occurs at a frequency Av midway between two consecutive grid 
points (~4 and } the contribution of the corresponding
harmonic to the periodogram at the nearest grid point (i^(Ayx) 
or I (A. -,^x ) in this case) is only about ~  of its contribution to
77. J +  -4 £-
Ivi (Ak,x ). The fact that this is so high may be of importance in
testing the significance of a periodogram at a given frequency.
18.
CHAPTER 2
Generalization of the Classical Approach
2.1 The asymptotic relationship between the periodograin 
of a linear process and that of the residual process.
As has already been emphasized, Fisher's g test is
applicable only when the observations {x^, t = 1, ..., n) , 
besides being normal, are independent of each other.
From (1.3.1) the test statistic is
max
j
k
which has the distribution given by (1-3.12). In general however, 
the observations are not independent. By using an asymptotic 
relationship between the periodogram of a linear process and that 
of the residual process it will be found that the problem can 
be reduced to that of classical periodogram analysis.
In (2.1.1) {x^} is the observed process and {y^} is a stationary
Consider the situation where we observe n observations
x^, ..., x^ of a stationary process (with a mixed spectrum) 
defined by
(2.1.1)
19.
may be represented by
2 gu Et-u n=o
(2.1.2)
ere the ^  ere taken to h constents -nd the e the
residu lc , re i.i., , , ’ ^ . z^] represents a stationery process
-1th - discrete spectrum end is independent of {y ?.
t
The periodogram of the observed process {x^} is defined by
(1.2.1) while I (A,y) and In(^;s) are similarly defined for the
linear process {y,] and the residual process (s ) respectively, t t
Put
11
J (A,y) = fit I
\J n t=l ^
y+ eitA
11 00 -? -U-N
' 2 Z Z g, b... e A 
n t=l J=rO J J
/ 2 
Z g. elJX J (A,s) + J2 Z g. h (A) (2.1.5)
o J n J n o J J
where
hj(A)
Lk=o _k
. edn-k)As 1
k=o n-k-1
Id < n
ijA tj"1 -ikA n-1
Z e E-k - E-k=j~\n k=o
(2.1.4)
,i(n-k)A
En-k! '
I j| > n (2.1.5)
20.
Combining (2.1.4) and (2.1.5) we have
h.(A) 3ZX i(n+j-k)A, r° ,:’-k " , n-kk=maxt . k=oJ-n
for all j, (2.1.6)
the limits of summation being of this form since each sum 
cannot contain more than n terms (for all j). Thus for the 
last term on the right hand side of (2.1.3)
212
C IT, g. h . (A) I | < E |g,J -jC I h .(A
l212
(2.1.7)
The residuals e are all R.I.D. (0,1) so that, from (2.1.6),
e(|h.(A)n = 2j
and substituting this in (2.1.7) gives
00 _ _00 1
e |E g. h.(A)Q < vT 2 E |g.| j2 (2.1.8)
• - 3 /2
By choosing g. = 0(j '"), the right hand side of (2.1.8) converges
J
fw— CO
and the second moment of 2 £ g_. h_. (A) will in this case be
n o J ^
0(n'X).
Put H(A) = fI t g. h (A)
v n o J J
so that
2 1 .
In (A,y) = |Jn (A,y)|
I / §  Z ct e ^  I  g . e ^  + H(A)r  
^ n t = l  * j=o J
S ince |z g.. e 
o J
ijA 2irf(A) and |  | Z s+ e i t A | 2 
n t = l  x
th e n
I  (A ,y) = a r f (A )  I  (A ,s) + -f/2  ( z  s + e ltA Y z  g .
1/n 1 / o  J
S t  e “ AX i  gj eiJA)  H(A) + |H(A)|" }
2irf(A) In (A,s) + Mn (A) (say),
where A r e p re s e n ts  th e  complex c o n ju g a te  o f  A.
Hence
{ e  | l n (A ,y) - 2irf(A ) I n ( A , s ) | - | 2 = {e IMn (A)I2  I '2
< A -|e |H ( A ) | t  + b| e IH(a) I!ij-"
(where A and B a re  in d ep en d en t o f h _(A) ) ,
d
0(n  2 ) + 0 (n _1)
O (n-S) .
T h is r e s u l t  i s  e a s i l y  g e n e ra l iz e d  to  th e  case  when th e  2k1
CO
o f i s  f i n i t e  and Z |g . . | j 2 < co.
(2 .1 .9 )
moment
Under th e s e  c o n d itio n s
22.
e||ln(A,y) - 27tT(A) In(A,s)|2k1 is of the order
v. J
-k
From (2.1.9)
In(\.y) = 2/rf(A) In(A,s) + 0(n"i)
i.e. In (A,y) ~ In (A,e) . (2.1.10)
2irf(A)
As the I (A,s) are Independently distributed it follows , on the 
hypothesis of no jump being present (i.e. z^ - C ), that
Kn(A,x) = In(A,x) (2.1.11)
2irf (A)
may be regarded as the periodogram of an independent process.
From (l.p.l) and (2.1.11) therefore the new test statistic 
is
S0 = Kn (A.,x) , N = [|n] (2.1.12)
K
£ K (A ,x) 
j=l J
and in order to construct a test of significance the distribution 
of this new statistic is required.
* * * * * **
23.
2.2 The asymptotic distribution of the new test statistic.
Before proceeding to derive the asymptotic distribution 
of the test statistic (2»1.11) the following lemma is proved.
Lemma : For all j = 1, 2., ... max |K (7\.,x) - Ir(A^s)|n J TT T
J n 3 ‘
converges in probability to zero.
Proof. From (2.1.9) it follows that
I (A,x) - 2rrf (A) I (A,s) = M (A)n ' n n (2.2.1)
and using a multivariate form of Tchebycheff’s inequality it
follows, for lim r\ = 0 .’ ‘n ’
Pr (max | Ip (A,,x) - 2ttT(A) l j 7 , y s ) \  >  \ )
Pr (max |Mn (A.)|> r)n )
3 J
Pr (max lMn (^ j ) 12k > \ k)
j
< ^  z e (|M (a )|2k)
1 J
n _/ -k\
2k 2 n ^
-> 0 if k > 2.
From the previous section it has been seen that this holds for
k=l so that the lemma is true for all k > 1.
2k.
max
J
K (A . ,x ) - I  (A ., s  )n '  y  n y converges in  p r o b a b i l i t y  to  z e ro .
max K (A ., x ) 
i n 3_____
J Z K (A .,x )  
■ n j  J
Having proved  t h i s  lemma we now want to  show t h a t
a s y m p to t ic a l ly  has th e  same d i s t r i b u t i o n  as
max I n (A . , s )
j Z I
j n '  3
s )
In  o th e r  w ords, i f  P r / nE[x > d ( n , a ) j
\ ^  T  f - \  ~ ^
= a
3 W e)
i t  i s  r e q u ire d  to  show t h a t
Pr f  Kn (Ar x) >  d(n,a) '
d
where d(n,Q;) i s  chosen to  s a t i s f y  ( 2 .2 .2 ) .
C onsider th e  r e l a t i o n
->■ cx
( 2 . 2 . 2 )
max K (A . ,x )
d
d ( n ,a )  Z K (A ./x )
j  J
max pln ( A . , s )  ^ A ^ s j  - -L^A.jS; -j
ü jd(n ,cc) Z I yi(A , ,s )  + d (n ,a )  Z I n (A , ,s )  J 
,1 “ " 3
K,(A<,e) I n ( , ,e )
n ^ j -
r  i ^ Kn < V x)  " W s ) )  
L + » * 4 --------------------------
N z
3
-1
(2 .2 . 3 )
where N = [-|-n].
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Now
max lKn(V x) ' X,>v8)|>i£ IMV** - In(Av s)|'n j n j' n j
so that, from the lemma,
- S |Kn (A.,x) - Io(A.,s)| -> 0 in probability.
j
Furthermore, applying Markov’s theorem (see Gnedenko [12] p.2^2), 
it follows that
Xn ( V e) - | £e(ln(V e))lJ <3
-y 0.
Since I C(ln(V e)) ’ 1N
N
Z %  f (A .,s ) 
j=l
= constant (s : N(0,l) )
it follows that jr Z I^(A^.,e) converges in probability to a
j
constant.
Applying these results to the right hand side of (2.2.5)
it is found that max K^(A.,x) converges in probability
 ^ d(n,a) Z Kn (A.,x)
j
to max I (A .,s ) i nr J
J d(n,a) Z In (A.,s)
j
Prl m x  Kn(A,i’x) > d(n,a)T -* a . (2.2.4)
L 3 Z K (A„x) J. n J
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By use of the relation (2.2.3) therefore it has been 
established that the statistic (2.1.11) is asymptotically 
distributed as Fisher’s g distribution.
To test for the presence of harmonic components when 
the observations are from a stationary Gaussian process form 
the statistic
Kn (V,x) = In (*,,x) (£.2.5)
2irf (a .)d
where the density function has been prescribed a priori. As a
consequence of (2.1.10) K (A..,x ) may be used in the same way asn j
would I (A.,x) if the null hypothesis was that the x+ were n j o
independent. Hence the K^(Ayx) are evaluated at the standard
grid points A = P = 1, 2, ..., [-inj and the peaks of this
function are tested by referring the test statistic (2.1.12) 
to Fisher’s g distribution. However, f(A) is unlikely to be 
prescribed a priori and will have to be estimated from the 
observed process {x^, t = 1, ..., n).
* * * * * * *
2 7 .
2.3 A test based on an autoregressive model.
One of the more common methods of estimating the spectral
density function is by means of a process based on an auto­
regressive model :
(2.3.1)
where the x^ are from a stationary non-deterministic process.
an infinite number of parameters from a finite sample but, by 
considering sufficiently many, one can obtain an arbitrarily good 
approximation to the real process. The order of the autoregression 
may either be fixed a priori or determined from an examination 
of the earlier serial covariances.
aQ is assumed to be unity and the residual variates g^ _, t = 0, 1, 2, 
are taken to be independently distributed with zero mean and 
variance a"“ = v (say). It is of course impossible to estimate
Consider the process
For this process the spectral density function is given by
f(A) V (2.3.3)
and the problem is to estimate a •  •  •  y a and v . n
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form
Suppose the series contains a sinusoidal term of the
r, (asin V t  + B, cos A t') . (2.3.U
k=l V k K K k /
Then the least squares estimates of Av, Bv and A^ are found to 
be (see Whittle [26] ppA9~52)
\ - s tL_x \ sin V
n Axt COS Vu=±
and f (A) has a local maximum at A,
(2.9*5)
It has been shown by Whittle ([27] PP--95-99) that in this case the 
unknown constants in (2.9.3) may be estimated from
v Z Z a. a . c
1 3 1 J i-3
(2.3.6)
i-j
where c i-j i-j
P
- Z 
k=l b(V x) (2.3.T)
and c^ j is defined, as before, by (l.l.lO).
In the case of an autoregressive process with a mixed 
spectrum therefore, the amplitudes and frequencies of the harmonic 
components are estimated by (2.3*5) and these estimates are used 
to correct the sample covariances as in (2.3.7). This correction
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is such as to remove the effect of the harmonic or discrete 
components of the spectrum when estimating the spectral density 
of the continuous component. The systems of equations (2.5.6) 
give the required estimates of the constants to estimate the 
spectral density (2.3.3).
Replacing the spectral density by its estimate such
that
K (A,x) = In ^ ,x  ^ (2.3.8)n -- ---
27Tf(A)
then the test statistic is
max K (A.,x)1 n J
2 K
J J
The effect of replacing the spectral function by its estimate 
is now examined.
From (2.3.3) and (2.3.6)
f(A) = Z Z a.a. c’^  . (2.3*9)
2tt|z a eljA|2 
j J
/\ /s, .Now Z Z a.a. c* . . converges in probability to Z Z a a 7 -j 4
i j 1 J 1-J i j J J
j_ y. 4-
where 7 is the t J serial covariance and 7’ is the t serial t "c
covariance corrected for the harmonic components. Furthermore,
3 0 .
max
n
1 2 b  *ijY  -
L  j C_
i. il 0
E E
/\ /s
(a .a — a ,a.
L  .1 J k
J  k j  k
E E a .a. - a .a, I \
^ j  k 1 «3 k
3 k 1 J
E a  e ltjA | 
j=o J
i ( j - k ) A
\
(2 .3 .1 0 )
But
8 { l a j a k “ a j a k l j  -  6 { l a . - a  . j  j 1 1 k ka, - a, 1 y  + e 3 |a  - a  | |a
+ e ^ | a k - a k | |a (2 . 3 . 1 1 )
Each te rm  on th e  r i g h t  hand s id e  o f  (2 . 3 . 1 1 ) converges in  
p r o b a b i l i t y  to  ze ro  ( s in c e  converges to  a^  in  mean s q u a re ) .
Hence |z  a .  e ^ ^ j ^  converges in  p r o b a b i l i t y  to  |e  a  . e ^ ^ | ‘“
j  J j  3
/ S
and so f ( 7\) converges in  p r o b a b i l i t y  to  f ( ? \) .  That i s  to  say th e  
t e s t  s t a t i s t i c  (2 .1 .1 1 )  i s  n o t a f f e c t e d  by r e p la c in g  th e  s p e c t r a l  
d e n s i ty  fu n c tio n  by i t s  e s t im a te .  F o llow ing  e x a c t ly  th e  same 
argum ent a s  b e fo re  ( s e c t io n  2 .2 )  th e  a sy m p to tic  v a l i d i t y  o f th e
/ 'S
t e s t  b ased  on max K (A .jx )  may be e s ta b l i s h e d .  The t e s t  s t a t i s t i c  
 ^ ^ J
(2 .1 .1 2 )  w ith  K ^ f ty x )  r e p la c in g  K ^(A ^x) i s  found  to  have, 
a s y m p to t ic a l ly ,  th e  same d i s t r i b u t i o n  a s  F i s h e r ’ s g .
* * * * * * *
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2.4 The grouped, periodogram test.
Bartlett’s grouped periodogram test has been derived
p A
for the [g-n] periodogram ordinates 1^ (a ^ x ) (A^ . = p — ,
j=l, 2, . *,[-|-n]) by Priestley (see [l8], I) and has the
advantage that, when applying the test, an estimate of the spectral
density function is not required. In practical applications,
however, restrictions must be placed on the bandwidth of the
peaks of f (A) - If there is a peak at f(A ) and 8 is such
that f(A - 8) = f (A + &) = if (A ) then the width of the peak o o ^ o
is defined to be 28 and the bandwidth of f(A) is defined to be
the width of the narrowest peak.
Consider a sample of n observations. It is then
obvious that it would be impossible to detect peaks of f(A) whose
bandwidths are less than — . It will be assumed in what followsn
therefore that no peaks of the continuous spectrum f(A)have
widths less than 1C>> 0(~). Put K = [k] and divide the [-|n]
periodogram ordinates into [-5-n] sets, each set containing K
K
ordinates.
Placing
(a)
f(Aq)
(2.4.1)
Tk I (A ,x)n p
p=(ki)K+i ^ v
max (q .)
(£-l)K<q
then is asumptotically distributed as
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Fisher’s g. That is to say, the periodogram ordinates of one of
the [-5-n] sets (for which is defined) are being considered.
K r‘
Consequently if a significance level a is observed when applying 
Fisher’s test, then the correct significance level for a test 
based on is aKTFT
Since the bandwidth of f(A) > K, it is possible, for
(q)the region over which is considered, to assume the spectral
density to be constant. then becomesri
4q)- (2-^-2) ^yy1p
/ \
and the test statistic is max G.^' (where q is over the same rangeKq
as before) which is asymptotically distributed as Fisher’s g.
It appears that by using max as a test statistic the
IVq.
ideal test has been found. However the question arises as to 
how good g5 ^  is as an approximation to LT^  . From (2.4.1)
if IV
and (2.4.2)
Jn(VX) f(V (2.4.3)
In order to reduce the right hand side of (2.4.3) it is 
further assumed that f(A) is differentiable and has at most one 
zero in the region considered. Also, suppose M and m are the
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upper and lover bounds respectively of f(A). Then from the 
definition of width and the restriction that has been placed on 
the bandwidth it follows that m > and so
M
2 f<v
Hence from (2.4.3)
(2.4.4)
( * - * )  \ m J4q) < cSq) < 4q) -K — K — K m
(q)
(2.4.5)
It is possible therefore for G' to differ considerably fromK
and consequently one would not use this procedure unless
— was small, m
As Priestley points out, although the problem of estimating the 
spectral density function does not arise, the power could be 
greatly reduced by using as an estimate of Ly^, i.e.
assuming f(A) to be constant in the region considered. Even so, 
as shall be seen in Chapter 3^  the asymptotic power of this 
test compares favourably with other tests.
* * * * * * *
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2.5 Disadvantages of these tests.
Both the periodogram test Based on autoregressive 
model and the grouped periodogram test asymptotically have the 
same distribution as Fisher’s g. Since both tests are based on 
the periodogram ordinates estimated over the set of grid points
} j = 1, 2, ..., [d-n] they have disadvantages common to n **
Fisher's test. If a jump in the spectrum occurs between two 
grid points, then, as before, while the test is still consistent 
its power will be reduced (see section 1.5). Obviously any test 
based on a set of periodogram ordinates estimated at these grid 
points will suffer in the same way.
A major fault of Whittle's test (based on the auto­
regressive model) occurs when examining, say, frequency A 
and the possible periodicity is removed. Then if there are 
periodicities at other frequencies A these will distort the 
autoregressive estimate of the continuous spectrum and in 
particular may distort it at A.. The possibility of a spectral 
mass at more than one frequency is not remote because of the 
likelihood of harmonics arising from the fundamental frequency. 
For the grouped periodogram test, from (2.4.5) it is
seen that the error involved in approximating by
Mmay be quite large and, unless — is small, this procedure would
Mnot be used. The only way to reduce — would be to make K
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smaller than the bandwidth of f(?\). To do this, however,
requires one to know the density function f(?\). Hence, although
the need for knowledge of the spectrum is not so explicit as in
Whittle’s test, there needs to be some familiarity with it in the
grouped periodogram test when choosing a value of K.
If the density function has a small bandwidth then
which is asymptotically distributed as Fisher’s g, will
have a very small number of degrees of freedom and as a result
the power will be adversely affected. A value of K must
therefore be chosen which, will be a compromise between retaining
Msufficient degrees of freedom and reducing the factor — .
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CHAPTER 3
A Test Based on the Correlogram: 
A Comparison of Tests.
3.1 Introduction.
In considering tests to determine the presence (or absence) 
of harmonic components in a set of observations the common statistic 
used has been the periodogram. Since the periodogram ordinates 
are evaluated at a discrete set of grid points (at a distance 
—— apart) it is quite likely, particularly if n is small, that 
a jump will occur between two of these grid points. As has 
already been seen the effect of such a situation may drastically 
affect the significance of the test statistic. A test is now 
discussed where the test statistic is based not on the periodogram 
but on the correlogram, i.e. the sequence of serial covariances.
This correlogram test, or P(A) test as it will be called (for 
reasons which will soon be obvious), was first derived by Priestley 
(see [l8], I). At first it appears that this test will overcome 
the problem of a jump occurring between two frequency points at 
which the test statistic is evaluated. When developing the test 
statistic J to test for a jump at Priestley uses
and says : "The constant a is such that — =  d? for some integral 
value of p ". (see [l8], I p.231). Consequently the frequency
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being tested will always occur at one of the grid points over which 
P(A) is being summed. In order to choose such a value of "a" 
however, one must make a priori reference to the data. Priestley 
has obviously misunderstood the situation here for he has made no 
allowance for this when deriving the power of the P(a ) test (see 
section 5*5)• This problem will be more fully discussed later and 
it will be seen that this test does in fact suffer in exactly the 
same way as have earlier tests for the case when a jump occurs 
between two grid points.
From (2.1.1)
xt - yt + zt
and e K xt+s>
e{(yt+ zt)(yt+s+ Vs);,1
(1) (2) (3.1.1)
since e(yt zt+s) e(zt yt+S} 0.
Now the serial covariance 7 ^  is the Fourier transform' s
of an absolutely continuous spectral density function so that
lim ^ 1 )
S->co
lira
S-s-co r e lsA f(A) dAL -TT
= 0
(by the Reimann-Lebesgue Lemma).
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Hence, for large s, the serial covariance of the observed process
(2)x , i.e. 7 (=7 ), will settle down to a steady oscillation dueX s s
to the presence of the harmonic components. It is this 
phenomenon which enables us to construct a test of significance 
to test the null hypothesis
Hq : xJ(_ is a stationary Gaussian process with an
absolutely continuous spectral density function 
against the alternative hypothesis
H. : is the sum of a stationary Gaussian process
with an absolutely continuous spectrum and 
a process with a discrete spectrum.
We now derive the test statistic which is in fact a convolution 
of weight functions and the sample serial covariance.
* * * * * **
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3.2 The P(A) statistic and the test procedure.
As we have already seen, for large s >  m (say), where
m < E, 7^  ~ 0. For the N observations x , t = 1, . N & t
denote the sample serial covariance function of xf, as before,by
cs
1
E-s
N-s
Z
t=l "t+s
(3.2.1)
(Note: Previously we have chosen n observations from a sample
population. In this chapter however, so as to acquire results 
in the same form as those derived by Priestley ([l8], I, II) 
we use his notation and consider a sample of N observations. 
The reason for this standardization will become clear throughout 
this chapter and, in particular, in section 5.^)*
We now define the P(A) statistic as
P(A) JL2rr
N-l
Z
s= -N+l
( w ^n,s,A w (2) )m,s,A; (3.2 .2)
where w ^ ^  ^ and w ^  ^  ^ are two sequences of weights depending
on m, n, s,A (see Priestley [18], I, p.22l) with m = o(n) 
and n < N.
-isA-,
Also W VJ-; (\.) = Z w ^ ; _ e 1<v 1_ 7 ..(1)2ir n,s,A
(2 )with W'"-' (An) being similarly related to w'^' . Alternatively,m l  m,s,A
since
4o.
J.
2f s=
N-l
2
-N+l
cs
1
w tfl’x) ¥ (1)n (A1) dA1 ,
(3.2.3)
(2 )and similarly for w v ' (where IT (A-,.,x) is the periodogram of them, s . A w J.
observed process x^), then P(a ) can be written in the form
p(M 14tt r  y^.x) (wf:V  - wf>(q) ) ax.-77
f1 (A) - ?2 (X) (3.2.4)
If a harmonic component is present in the observed process
x , then it follows from (3.1.1) that there will be a sharp
increase in the serial covariance 7 . Furthermore, from (3-2.2)s
it is seen that a sharp increase in the sample covariance will 
result in a peak occurring in P(A) : the peak is present, of course, at 
the same frequency at which the harmonic component occurs. Thus 
if has a mixed spectrum P(A) will contain several well defined 
peaks, each peak corresponding to a harmonic component which is 
present in x,.
Using P(A) defined by (3-2.2) or (3.2.4),following 
Priestley we compose types of standardised cumulative sums of 
the form
J = A* E P ( ^ 2) , q = 0, 1,2...[-im] (3-2.5)
q p=o /
kl.
where
A m Vn,m
and
V = 2 Z u / 1) - 2 w ^  w ^  + w ^n,m \ n,s,A n,s,A m, s,A m, s,As
4tt f  ^ X)(Ai) - V<2>(A,) ^ dA (3.2.6)
-7r
and it is found that under general conditions regarding the 
derivations of f(A)
, . max J lim f q < aH*. 4 -a-----i - 0
1 (|jr 8k»*
where, writing G(t) = [' f^(A) dA ,
° o
G(tt) = f  f2 (A) dA
2 $ fao) - 1
then
(3.2.7)
^  Z 7
S =  -co
and it may be shown that 
G(tt) 1W
(if
As>
m-1 2m-1
2 cs Z-m+1 s- -2m+l )
(3.2.8)
Also d (x) is the distribution function of the standardized normal 
distribution (see [l8], I pp. 223-4). From (3.2.7) it is possible 
to determine a level of significance above which a value of 
will indicate the presence of a harmonic component in x^ _.
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In practice, once a value for m has been obtained
(2 )(such that 7  ^ „ 0 for all s >  m), two weight functions must be
chosen. Two suitable weight functions are the F6jer and the 
Dirichlet kernels, defined respectively by the sequences
rd)
'n,s,A 1 - cos sA |s| < n (5-2.9)
otherwise
(2)and w ' - cos sAm,s,A I s I < m (3.2.10)
otherwise.
Having chosen suitable weight functions it is now possible to
evaluate P(A) over the set of grid points A 2rr j , 3 =-j - B ’ « - -'-’■">‘2' 
and select the first peak (in order of frequency). Priestley
says : "If x+ has a mixed spectrum, then P(A) will, in general,
contain several well defined peaks". ([18], I p.231). He fails
however, to give a precise definition of the term "peak", such a
definition . being required so as to keep the number of them small.
(Even so, in the practical application of his test, there seems
to be no ambiguity (see [l8], II pp.526-7) )• Suppose the first
peak occurs at A . The frequency range [0,tt] is then subdivided 
o *
at intervals —  on both sides of A and these pants used to form m o
the cumulative sums ZE(A). The statistic J_ defined by
J. = A2 Z , q = 0,1,2,...[§m] (3.2.11)
1 p=o
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is derived and used in (3.2.7) to determine whether
J < a G(tt)Y
q /
where G(tr) is defined by (3.2.8). As mentioned earlier, 
Priestley chooses "a" such that the peak at A occurs at a
frequency which is a multiple of 2ir
If the first peak at frequency Ao is found to be
significant, before proceeding to the second peak, we must
remove the effect of the harmonic component (with frequency \  )o
by correcting the sample covariance c t. For the weight functionss
defined by (3.2.9) and (3.2.10)
p (a)
n-1
s=m
( 2 - M )\ n J c cos sA s (5.2.12)
and the amplitude of the harmonic component may be estimated from
T  (n-2m) 
° %
8rr P(An)(n-2m)
Correcting the sample covariance to give
(i) - 4 A cos sA
we may write
p ^ ( a ) i “r1 v ispN (i)Z z (1 - n ) cs cos sAs=m
and proceed to test P^^(A) for the presence of further harmonic 
components. If another component is detected the procedure is 
repeated until no further components are found significant.
^5 .
3*3 Asymptotic power comparisons
Before proceeding to establish the asymptotic powers 
of the P(A) test, the grouped periodogram test and a modified 
version of the test derived by Whittle (section 2.3) we prove two 
lemma s.
Lemma 1;
If an observed process x^ contains a harmonic component at 
frequency A^j i.e.
xt = yt + cos Afet + a2 sin
where y^ is an independent process with zero mean and variance
2 2 a , then the ratio I^(A, ,x ) has a non central X distribution y b k
with non centrality factor
■ § N  (a± + ot? )
Proof. We may write x^_ in the form
xt = yt + A cos (Akt + 5) (3-2.1)
2 2 2where A = a^ + a^. The contribution of the harmonic component
A cos (A, t + 6) to e(l (A, >x ) ) may be found by substituting K  JM K
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z = A cos (A t +5") (where A. and are constants and $1C 'i'~
is rectangularly distributed in :‘0,2 7f''1 in (1.4-.A) and 
following an identical argument as before(section 1.0. 
Doing this ™e find the increase in
j n ( V x )
y
due to the harmonic component is j^ -WA^
2
Wow the I (A ,x )
i_ii___2____
1,2, ... [-|N], p =)= k are
y
unaffected by the harmonic components and are independently 
2distributed as X variables with two degrees of freedom. It
follows immediately that I^(A^x) has a non central X distribution
with non centrality parameter
r.e 2 2f N (cel + a0 )
Lemma 2 :
If x is of the form (d.jS.l) but y is now of the formU U
CO
y_k = Z ^  ^ where are independent and normal
o
with zero mean and unit variance, then I^(A^x) is distributed
2
°y
2as a non central X variate with non centrality parameter
= ^  + 0^ 2)
2 r r f  ( \ )
where f(A) is the density function of the continuous process y,_.
Proof. Write
/2\i K itAk(Ak,x) - (K) Z xt
'  -L
Nov
where
xt = yt + a± COS Afet + a2 sin A^t
* -lt;\y + a e + a e
a = -§-(0^ - ia2) and a' = •J-(an + iaQ)2 ^  ^ 2'
1
Jn(Ak,x) - Jß(Ak,y) + (2H)2 a* (3.3
Following Bartlett ([3] p.279)
W y >
2vJ t 00 it/\k
Z Z e g S+, . °u t-ut=l u=o
4- co N i(t-u)A, iuA,Of Z Z S,.. e-k 2 “"k\NJ “ ‘"'t-u uu=o t=l
h*(Ak) JH(Vs) 1  +  0  =•
where h (A, ) = Z g ek uu
iuA,
Hence
V V x) = h (V  W s) 1 * 0  i / x— *(2N)2 a+
48.
and s i m i l a r l y
J ; ,(Ak , x )  = h(Ak ) J * ( \ , s )  1 + 0 ( f ) +(2H)2 a  .
l. y j
X
Now
and
J N X ^  x ^
h(Ak )h*(Ak ) 2t t f'(Ak )
( 3 - 3 .4 )
so t h a t
W x) r
a rf(A k ) { W e> (Vo(|)) +
{ j * ( A k?S) ( l +0 ( | ) )  + g f l 2
~ | j N(Ak, s )  +
L N k h*(Ak ) J
JL
J*T(Ak , e )  + (2ri)2a ( 3 - 3 .5 )
D ef in in g  a  p ro c e s s  u by
X»
W i tA,  * - i tA,a k a  k.+ h (Ak ) e r +Sj (3 -3 -6 )
cL /(where,  a s  b e f o r e ,  e(e^.) = 0 and 8 ( s ^ ) = 1 ) ,  from Lemma 1, (3*3»3)
and ( 3 . 3 . 4 ) ,  s in c e  t h e  s  a r e  in dependen t  i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t
2
I r ^ k ,U ) d i s t r i b u t e d  a s  a  non c e n t r a l  X" d i s t r i b u t i o n  w i th  
non c e n t r a l i t y  p a r am e te r
= -|B + Cg)
2rr f l V
Now W u> = (i)2Al » i t A lE u et = l  t
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2\i N / a
b ) (®t + hlÄJ 6 + h*7\5
* -it\N “ ^ke e
Jr(A,.,e) + (2N)2 a*
b k h*(Ak)
and similarly
JN (Vu) jf,(A.,e) + (2N)2q!r’ k h Ü T Tit
so that
“ JN^k,U  ^JN ^k'U^
Jr(A, ,e) + (2tl)2g* 
■ k k h*(\)
J*(\,s) + (2N)ggl (5.3.7)‘ ' h(V
From (3.3«5) and (3.3*7) it is clearly seen that
yvx) _ ,
27r f (7\k) ' If. k' (3-3.8)
2
But we have seen that I ,u) has a non central X distributionIV K
with non centrality parameter 0^. Hence
Vvx)
2rr f(Ak)
2is asymptotically distributed as a non central X distribution with 
non centrality parameter
2 2©1 = (ct^ + cx,p)
2tt f (xk)
Thus the lemma is proved.
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Following Hartley and Patnaik ([l6l, [19]) Priestley, in 
deriving the asymptotic power of a test based on the periodogram,
approximates the non central y5~ distribution (with non centrality
2 2 parameter 0^) to pX^ where p is a scale factor and x^ is a central
2X distribution with v degrees of freedom. Hence
F(?V x) W x)<
r(Jv)
-5V-1 dr (3.3.9)
o
Patnaik (see [19] p.206) finds values of p and v in terms of the 
non centrality parameter 0, to be
P
2+201
2+6^ and V =
(2+ep2
2+2G1
(3.3.10)
In forming the asymptotic power for each of the various tests 
it will be sufficient for us to approximate F(A^.,x) by a normal
p
distribution with mean pV = (2+0^) and variance p~2v = 2(2+26^)
so that
F(\,x) 0 x-01 ) (3.3.11)
where 0 is the standard normal distribution function.
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Whittle’s Tost
Whittle’s test, it will he recalled, is based on the test 
statistic
max IN (V x)
p 2tt f(A ) P
n * = [An ]
W
z ITiT(A ,x ) h p'
P=1 2rr f(Ap )
(3.3*12)
where f (A^) is estimated from an autoregressive model. In 
deriving the asymptotic power of the test Priestley considers a 
truncated periodogram estimate of the spectral density , i.e. 
f(A) is of the form
1_
2rr
m-1
Z
s= -m+1
cs
0isA0
Substituting this in (3.3.12) gives a test statistic which is 
asymptotically distributed in the same way as Fisher’s g.
In deriving the asymptotic power of this modified form 
of Whittle’s test the statistic
max XN ^ V X^
P 2^i(Ap) , N' = [|N]
i r?’ V v * *
(2s '-2)Lp:i
ciax ]
P ZirtjX\) j
(3.3.13)
■Vris considered. By using g^ rather than g^ we avoid having to
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consider the non null distribution of the denominator when the 
observed process contains a harmonic component. Suppose x^ is 
of the form (3.3.1). From our definition of f^(h) it is found 
that
S{fAc>} ~ f(\) + ^ * A 2
where f(A) is the density function of y,_.
Define g* in the same way as g* except that f0\r) replaces 
f 1 (7\^ ). Then
k \ ) s-X-O
*gQ where A ip A ~W  ( \ J
so that
Pr (g* > xQ) ~ Pr (g* > Axq) ~ Pr (g* > Axq) (3.3*1^)
where
maxP W x)
(2N’-2)
- W
Z
Lp=l IN ^ p > x;
max IN (7yx)
K’ = [-|N]
which is an equivalent form of Fisher’s g (l.3*l)-
To determine x q for significance level a, using Walker’s 
criterion (1.2.8), it follows that (see Priestley [l8], II, p.515)
- \ x  N»
Pr (g* > xQ) = l-(l - e °)
a
53.
. *. (l - a) - 1 ~ N'
-ix
and so
x ~ 2 log ,o & \ a
K’ N’ = [±N]
Knowing x q we can now use (3.3*9) and (3.3*1*0 to give
] A N1-1 -|Ax_
Pr (g ' > x ) = 1 - (1 - e ) F(V
(3.5.15)
and from (3-3.11)
-|Ax r: "11 - (1 - e °) 0  ^1 1
aTe1
where ■1mOp = o')"£^  y ) = Axq and 0 is the distribution
K
function of the standardized normal distribution.
Hence the asymptotic power of a modified form of Whittle’s 
test is given by
N1 -1
1 Pr (g* > xQ) _ 1 - (l - e
-§Ax ) l'6l
a/e,
or, for a small
_0
P i -  (1 -a) $ (
a f e 1
(3.3.16)
(3.3.17)
The Grouped periodogram test
As before, so as to avoid having to consider the non null
distribution of the denominator when the observed process contains
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a harmonic component, we consider an equivalent form of L (q.)
(2.4.1) , the test statistic for the grouped periodogram test
Put
max IN(A ,x)
2f f (A )4L
(5.3.18)
1
(21C-2) 2 ^Lq 2jt f (Aq)
I..(A .x )max h a
where, as before, ('8-1) K + 1 < q < .
As we have already seen (Chapter 2) the appropriate
significance level is now OKTFT and so the critical value for L
from (3.3‘l3)j is given by
2 log qK/k1 [4n ]
Writing
2 log ( -
max In (A ,x )
a j _
1___/£ I-pT(a ;x ) " r ax I*t(a „ x)
(2K-2) \ q N q N'”q/
as an equivalent form of max G^^ (where ('i-l)K + 1 < q < -te),
from (2.4.5) it fellows that the critical value of G„ should be
h.
M *taken as — times the critical value of LTr to ensure that the errorm K
of the first kind is less than or equal to |Tpy •aK5
W 
*
5 5 .
Using Walker’s criterion the asymptotic power of the test 
using (3 .5 .H) and (5 .3.18) is given (for large n and K) by
Pr (G* > x ) K - o
JLM-
1 - 1 - e
1 - 1 - e
2 ^ 0m  VJ
J & r2mxo
K-l
F A,, -  x' k' m o
0 ( X2“01
2\T3-
(3.3.19)
where 0 and 0_ are as before and x0 = —  x . For small a  the 1 2 m o
asymptotic power of the grouped periodogram test may be written
as /x0-G, \
P i -  (l-a) t (— —  )
- /
(3.3.20)
l
The P(A) test.
If a harmonic component occurs at \  and P(A) is considered
only at points given by |A+Ak| (q_ = 1, 2, . [-|m] ) then
it can be shown (see Priestley [18], II pp.518-520) that the
distribution of P(A) for A ^ A^ is asymptotically unaffected by
the harmonic term and, for large N, P(A^) may be regarded as being
asymptotically normally distributed with mean [i and varianceK.
a, where k
i- A" (n-2m)
- f2<V ( nff vn,m [A(n-2m)]+ 4TTNf(Aj^ )
and
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F u rth e rm o re , P r i e s t l e y  has shown ( [ l 8 ] ,  I I  p .5 2 1 ) t h a t ,
assum ing w ^ ^  and  w ^ ^  a r e  d e f in e d , a s  b e fo re ,  by (3 .2 .9 )  n, s , A el, s , A
8,nd (3 .2 .1 0 )  }
P = lim  Pr
!\hco
max J  
q<k Ci
G(tt) W
< a.
n a ^ Y K i i j  /
P2^X,\ )  ° V
fyhr) (a.J~ybr) - x) a ""2 - p k
where
7 Or) ~ G(f )
p2 (x' t )  = y a ^ - J t j
ä r f t ) e
- (x -2 an )'
27 ( A
and 0 i s  th e  s ta n d a rd  norm al d i s t r i b u t i o n  fu n c t io n .
P u tt in g
a = (A2 cu ) and b = oc sTyOr) A 2 - (.h (3 .3 .2 1 )K O ______ _________ £
ak
th e n  ___
r . a / y i i r )
P = P2 (x,A k ) $ (ax+ b) dx (3 .3 .2 2 )
0  "<X>
Expanding 0 (ax+ b) ab o u t 0 (b)  in  a  T ay lo r s e r ie s
0 (ax+ b) = 0 (b ) + e + . . .
n/27T
57-
_i,2
and since e 2*  0(e-B)
0(ax+b)  ^ 0(b) .
Hence
P ~ 0(b) /
a J y i j r )
P2(x>\) ^
and the power of the P(A) test is given by
P, = 1 - P3
1 - 0 (b)
n O'Vr (V)
pp(x,\ )  ^ (3.3.23)
For small Of
P5 ~ 1 - (i-a) « (i>) (3.3.24)
or alternatively
/ x,T0l \Pj ~ 1 - (l-a) 0 { J-) (3.3.25)a'ey
where
_i
^  = 2aQ(tt m V 7(7r) F  . (3-3.26)
A(n-2m) f (A^F
Power comparisons
From equations (3.3*17)^ (3.3*20) and (3.3*25) we have the 
asymptotic powers of a modified form of Whittle’s test, the grouped 
periodogram test and Priestley’s P(A) test respectively as
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Nov
1 - (l-a) 1~01
a/eT
i - (l-a) o - 1 - (l-a) o(y2 - -ble]) > (3.3.27)
1 - (l-a) o(y3 - ^ 1)
a/e
~ 1 - (l-a) 0 -2— i = 1 - (l-a) 0 (y - f e )
x = O(log N) , A = O(m) and Vn.m
xx = 0(m log K), x2 = O(log K), x7 = 0
0(n) so that
l
n\2
The non centrality parameter 0^ is of order N so that
Y r
rs , ra log N
01 ' i |
AoghN
v“f)
m\2
l (3.3.28)
0{V
Remembering that m = 0(n) and n < N then y^ = o (y7) so that the 
grouped periodogram test is the raore powerful.
In drawing a conclusion from this comparison of powers, it 
may be said that in general the grouped periodogram test is the 
more powerful while the modified form of Whittle’s test (where we 
have used a truncated periodogram estimate rather than an auto­
regressive estimate of the spectral density) is the least powerful.
* * * * * * *
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3A  A critical discussion of the P(a ) test.
In setting up the P(a ) test based on the statistic J ,
Q.
the test frequency AQ say (the frequency of the peak to be tested),
which is not necessarily of the form , is chosen and values
of P(A) at points separated from AQ by multiples of —  are used to
form Z P(A ). By constructing the statistic Z P(A ) in this way, 
p p p p
the probability of a harmonic component occurring between two grid
points is asymptotically zero. It appears, therefore that the
P(A) test is superior in that the frequency of the jump cannot occur
between two grid points. Previously it will be recalled, in the case
of tests based on the periodogram, in the worst possible case when
the jump occurred midway between two grid points,there was a
hreduction of —  in the height of the maximum periodogram ordinate.
IT
Priestley states ([18], II p.523) that by putting 
m = log N and n = N then y^ = o^^) and the P(A) test is superior to the 
other two and in particular to the grouped periodogram test. The 
explanation of the greater power of Priestleys’ test appears however 
to lie in the sequence of alternatives he has chosen when evaluating 
the power of the P(A) test. These appear to involve the assumption 
that a periodicity, if it occurs, has a frequency which is a multiple 
of —  (see [l8], II pp.520-521). By prior reference to the data 
Priestley is able to find a value of the commencing point AQ (i.e. 
the frequency at which the maximum PIA) occurs) about which the
6o.
grid, points p = 1, 2, ..., [-g-m] are constructed, i.e. since
"a" is not known Priestley chose it so that — for 
some p, j . The effect of doing this on the significance level 
would be hard to determine but could be large. In setting up 
the power -of his test Priestley has not taken into account this 
a priori reference to the data. Consequently the significance level 
used for the P(A) test is not appropriate and the power of the P(a ) 
test will be overstated.
Suppose that a jump occurs at a point Aq separated from 
the point (--A) by a distance which is 0(m ^), say , and 
m = o(n). For the sequence (3.2.9) it follows that
1_
27r
n~l
Z
-n+1
(1) 'isAo w' ' e n, s,A
- sin2 I (A+A0 ) 
-sin ^ (7\+Aq )
+
sin2 § (A-A0 ) 
sin2 \ (A-Aq )
Hence as n •+ a tends to zero, and consequently
P(A)
m-1
Z
-nifl
cs
From (3- 1.1) and (3.3*1)
7(2) e(ztzt+9 cos sAo
and using the weight function defined by the sequence (3.2.10)
6l.
e ( p(Ao)) = JL2tr
m-1
Z
s= -m+1
cos sA cos Sa o
1
B? A
sin(m-l) (A+A ) sin(m-A) (A-A ) o  ^ o
sin (A+A ) sin ^ (A-A )u c- o
■y -co as m -* co
Thus, from (3.3*21) and (3.3.24), it follows that 
Pv, ~ 1 - (l-a) = a
i.e. the power of the P(A) test will approach a, the level of 
significance. As m, n -> co therefore the set where a jump can 
he without the power falling to the significance level is of 
measure zero.
When m = log N and n =N Priestley claims his P(a ) test 
to he the more powerful. In this particular case however he is 
considering only log N ordinates over which P(A) is evaluated.
If it was known a priori that it was one of these log N ordinates 
at which the jump occurred it would then he necessary to consider 
only log N ordinates when considering periodogram tests. As a 
result the power of hoth Whittle’s test and the grouped period­
ogram test would, he greatly increased, e.g. in the case of the
log Ngrouped periodogram test the expression — Ä— - for y„ in
n/w
(3.3.28) would be replaced hy m . Thus the grouped
nTn
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periodogram test will have maximum power for all choices of m and n.
To avoid having to refer to the data to set the grid
over which P(A) is summed one could use the fixed grid points
— ^ , p = 1, 2, ..., [-|-n] and hence replace the statistic
Z p ) by Z p(^2?) so that now a = 0. This new statistic m nP P
is now free from parameters which can only he determined after 
reference to the data. By summing the P(A)’s over this new (fixed) 
grid it is possible, as with previous tests, that a jump may occur at 
a frequency between two consecutive grid points.
Priestley’s P(X) test, as it has been presented, depends 
on the selection of a grid over the frequency axis so that one of 
the points of subdivision coincides with the frequency of the 
maximum P(A). This grid can only be achieved by prior reference
to the data. Removing this need to refer to the data by
fixing the grid points it is found that the superiority of the 
test is lost in that it is now possible for the frequency of the 
harmonic component to occur between two grid points. Furthermore, 
for all values of m and n, the asymptotic power of the P(A) 
test is always lower than that of the grouped periodogram test.
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CHAPTER 4
A Smoothed Periodogram Test
4.1 Preliminary.
Periodogram tests which have been considered to date may 
be divided into two classes, namely the class in which the n 
observations (of a stationary time series) are independent 
and normal and the class in which the n observations are from 
a stationary Gaussian process. When the observations are 
independent, the appropriate test statistic is
which, as we have seen, has the distribution (l.3»13) first 
derived by Fisher. In the more general case when there is no 
independence, the statistic
g = max I (A ., x )
. n  y (i+.l.i)z w x)j
K (A ., x) = I ( A x )  n' y  n j' (It.1.2)
is used to form the test statistic
(It.1.5)
A ** rJ Z K (A ., x). n y
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which is asymptotically distributed as Fisher's g. In this 
second case if the spectral density function is not known 
it has to be estimated.
There are numerous methods of estimation of the spectral 
density function, one (which has already been discussed) being 
based on an autoregressive model. In using such a model 
to estimate f(A) however, we introduce the problem of determining 
whether a certain peak of the periodogram is in fact evidence 
of a genuine harmonic term in the series or whether it 
corresponds to a relatively broad band of frequencies. An 
estimate in which this does not arise is that based on a 
smoothing or averaging of the periodogram.
In this case, the spectral density function is defined
by
rTT
f(A) = / W (A-e) I (e,x) dO (4.1.4)
o -7j- 1
or equivalently, in the discrete case, 
that
2irf(A) = Z fl - 
-n+1 -
using (1.1.9) it follows
(4.1.5)
where w . are Fourier coefficients of 4ir W (A) and prior assump- n,t n
tions about the smoothness of the f(A) are expressed in the 
form chosen by the smoothing function (A). Putting
65.
Kn(A.,x) = In foy x)
aT f ftp
where f (A .) is given by (4.1.4) or (4.1.5), the test
J
is then
A
max K (A x)
j  n .1
S K (A., x) n y  J
which is asymptotically distributed as Fisher’s g. 
establish the asymptotic validity of this test.
statistic
(4.1.6)
We now
* * * * * * * *
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b , 2  The a sy m p to t ic  v a l i d i t y  o f  th e  t e s t .
In  s e c t i o n  2 .2  i t  was found t h a t  (A^; x ) (where f(A )
has  been p r e s c r ib e d  a p r i o r i )  cou ld  be used  in  th e  same way
a s  I  (A s,x )  when th e  n u l l  h y p o th e s i s  was t h a t  th e  x^ . were n j  ■ t
in d e p e n d e n t . C onsequently
max K (A . ,x )  n IJ ---------J-------
Z K (A .,x )  . n v y
i s  a s y m p to t i c a l ly  d i s t r i b u t e d  as  F i s h e r ’ s g . To show t h a t
max K (A ., x )
o - S - J —
E ß  (A .,x )  . n j
i s  a s y m p to t i c a l ly  d i s t r i b u t e d  a s  F i s h e r ’ s g a l l  t h a t  w i l l  be
r e q u i r e d  w i l l  be t o  show t h a t  max | £ ( A. )  - f ( X . ) |  0 in
j  J J
p r o b a b i l i t y .
The F o u r ie r  c o e f f i c i e n t s  w , o f  krrW (A) a r e  assumed t o  ben , t  n '
o f  th e  form w , = k(b  t )  where th e  f u n c t io n  k( x)  i s  bounded n , t  n '
I I - 6and j xj ' k (x)  i s  a b s o l u t e l y  i n t e g r a b l e  f o r  a l l  & > 0 . This  
p la c e s  l i t t l e  r e s t r i c t i o n  on our cho ice  o f  w eigh t f u n c t io n  a s  
a l l  th o s e  in  common use  s a t i s f y  th e  c o n d i t io n  (see  Hannan [ l ^ l
p . 59) • E x p re ss in g  in  th e  form o f  an  i n f i n i t e  a u t o r e g r e s s i o n
CO
i . e .  x = Z a .  e, . and  : N .l .D  ( 0 , l ) ,w e  assume t h a t
j  b - j
■5 uI «  l = 0 ( j  ' ' 2 ) . Then
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2
f (A)  -  ^  |z a. e
J
i JA
and using (4.1.5) it follows that
S jmax I f n (A .) - f (A,) || = 6 max
j
n-1
or 2 (c.-rj (12 TT -n+1 t t
- li!)W teitAJ n n, t
<e  ^i 'K |cf7tl d-n+1 . in ) I w ,n n  n,t
Now (n-t) S(c^“7^) = (n-t) var c^ and Hannan ([15] p.39) has
shown that (n-t) var c converges boundedly to a finite limit, say A,L>
M m a x  |fn (A.) - f(A.)|| < A. j -  Z (l - l^)2
j n -n+1 n, t1
n-1
< A i f vl-6 Z n2 bn -n+1
M b t)|n 1 .b
(b t)c s n '
1 o 1 ^
so, if n2 b -> co this last expression converges and consequently
. ' >
max I f (A ) - f(A )| -> 0 in probability. We may therefore use the
3 n J J
K (A_.,x) (j = 1, 2, ..., {-g-n] ) as we would the I (A .,x)n' ,i n j*
(j = 1, 2, ..., [-^ n] ) for a series of independent normal 
observations.
* * * * * * * *
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4.3 The test procedure.
As in the case of the autoregressive estimate, unless the
spectral estimate (4.1.4) is designed to omit the effect of a
harmonic component which may be present at a given frequency,
the power of the test based on the statistic (4.1.6) will be
adversely affected* Before estimating f (A .) we take out the
d
regression, for each /j, on the harmonic with this frequency.
The term 2rr W (o) I (A ,,x) is seen, from (4.1.4), to be an —  n n <1 n ^  °
approximation (to order n '*") of the modification which would 
result if f(A^) were estimated from the observations after 
taking out regression on the harmonic with frequency A ..
Hence
f* (A .) = f (A .) - —  W (0) I (A.,x)j j a n n j (4.3.1)
and on taking expectations
= f(Aj)
since e(l (A.,x)) = 4irf(A.) .n j <]
In order to minimize the bias arising from the term 
subtracted from f (A.), as a consequence of (4.3.2) divide
r> 2
(4.3.1) by (l - — — W (o) ) and denoting the first estimate
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by f * (A .) i t  fo llo w s  th a t  
J
A OTT
f* (A .)  = f ( A .)  - —  W (0) I  (A .,x )<J j  n n x / n x j '  ' ( i t .3 .5 )
U sing t h i s  e s t im a te  we have
K *(A .,x ) =
and th e  t e s t  s t a t i s t i c  r e f e r r e d  to  F i s h e r ’ s g d i s t r i b u t i o n  i s
The smoothed periodogram  t e s t  has s im i la r  d isa d v a n ta g e s  
to  th e  t e s t  "based on th e  a u to re g r e s s iv e  m odel. The m ost 
s e r io u s  o f  th e s e  i s  th e  re d u c t io n  in  power due to  th e  o c c u rre n c e  
o f a jump in  th e  spectrum  betw een two o f th e  g r id  p o in ts  over 
w hich th e  periodogram  o rd in a te s  a re  b e in g  e s t im a te d . W ithout 
p r i o r  in fo rm a tio n  however t h i s  d i f f i c u l t y  cannot be a v o id e d .
max
J
* * * * * * * *
TO.
4 .4  A d ju s tin g  th e  s p e c t r a l  e s t im a te .
Periodogram  t e s t s  w hich we have c o n s id e re d  have a l l  been
b ased  on th e  periodogram  o rd in a te s  b e in g  e s tim a te d  o v er g r id
p o in ts  which a re  2jr a p a r t .  We now c o n s id e r  a m o d ifie d  form
n
o f th e  smoothed periodogram  e s tim a te  ( 4 .1 . y) in  w hich th e
g r id  p o in ts  a re  ta k en  a t  a d is ta n c e  o f 7T a p a r t .  I t  w i l l  now
n
be shown t h a t  ( 4 .1 .5 )  may be w r i t t e n  in  th e  form
2rrkf  E I  x ) ,  Ak 2tT . j  n ' l v  ”  k nJ= -n+1 0
(4 .4 .1 )
(k)To e v a lu a te  th e  c o e f f i c i e n t s  a .  ' we have
J
* (V  = w  aSk) A ^  x>
i r OOP “ . ,n |t | .  “ IT.  Z 2 Z c , ( l -  ~  ) e
^  j= -n+1 J I  t=  -n+1 t
i n -1  I , I r  n , , i t ^ -
3 -  Z c ( l - h l  ) i g z  a ( k  ^ e 
^  t = - n + l  * n X j= - n + l  J
( i t .4 .2 )
From (4 .1 .5 )
f  (A ) = ~  Z c ( l - l - l  ) w ek 2it , n t  n ' n , tt=  -n+1 ’
itX .
( 4 .4 . J )
A s o lu t io n  i s  o b ta in e d  by  e q u a tin g  c o e f f i c i e n t s  o f c, ( l - o —' ) in
T I.
( 4 .4 .2 )
2
i . e .
Now
a
We have
Thus ^ 
f
and ( 4 . 4 . 3 )  to  g iv e
n / -1 \ i t —  itA,
E a . e n x w + e k , t  = -n+1
-n+1 J
n / v i t —  n - i t —
2 E a . e n E e
-n+1  ^ t= -n + l
n
= E
c+ II ! 4? H
iUAk- ^ )
n, t
n /, v n i t - ( j - s )  n
2 E a . ' E e = E w e
-n+1  ^ t= - n + l  t= - n + l  n ’
“ V  t  >
n i t -  ( j - s )
E e = 2n j  = s
t= -n+1
J +
0 0 ■j— E w e4n , n, t  -n+1 9
1 ( 4 . 4 . 4 )
(k) 1r— E w , e4n , n . t  -n+1 9
i t  (A. -k n '
2tt w (A -  T- ^ )n n k n
(Ak )
7T
n E W (A, - I  (P -, x) , n k n '  n n ’ ' -n+1
r ir
I wn (Ak - e) i n (e, x)ae
O _7
(U .4 .5 )
as  b e f o r e .
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In estimating the spectral density function we must take 
into account the presence and effect of the harmonic component
ordinates
at frequency A^ (say). For the earlier tests, when the periodogram /
were estimated at a distance 2jr apart and a jump occurred midway
n
between two such ordinates, the contribution of the harmonic
component to the nearest periodogram ordinate was only about
4l$ ( “ ~  ) the value at its actual point of occurrence. The 
7T
estimate of f(A) being considered here is estimated over grid
ITpoints at a distance — apart. The harmonic component present atn
A^ . will affect the spectral estimate at frequencies i and A^+_i 
also so that in order to remove this effect we estimate f(A) by
7 (\) - Z W (Ak- — ) I (^, x) - - ( w  (0) I (Av,x) n , n k n n n ' n \ n n k* '-n+1
+ W (-) I (A,+ x) + W f ) I (A, - x)] (4.4.6)n'n' n k n' ' n rr nv k rr J
By subtracting these three terms a bias has been introduced since
e(f(A, ) ) = f(A, ) - —  f(A, ) (W (0) + 2 W (-) N k' k' n k V n n'n'
f(\) (l - 4 “ (wn(°) +2 w„ (£) )) (UU.7)
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Hence the final estimate of the spectral density function is
where the term in the denominator has been included to minimize 
the bias arising as a result of the three terms subtracted in the 
numerator.
By using (4.4.5) as an estimate of the spectral function 
the probability of a jump occurring between two grid points is 
less and it will be seen that in the worst possible case 
(using (4.4.6)) nearly 73$ of the effect of the harmonic component 
is removed (by subtracting these three terns) compared with 4l$ 
previously. It would appear that subtraction of more terms 
in (4.4.8) would provide an even better estimate. However 
one must be careful for usually n is not very large and 
subtracting too many terms leaves f(A) to be estimated over a small 
number of grid points. Consequently the power of the test 
using such an estimate of the spectral density function will be 
adversely affected. Furthermore, the practical application of 
this new estimate (4.4.8) has the disadvantage that there is an 
increase in the amount of computational work involved.
(4.4.8)
The superiority of the estimate (4.4.5) over (4.1.5) 
is now illustrated by considering the weight function whose 
Fourier coefficients are given by
1 /-. 7Tt \W  , = oil + COS -- )n,t ^ m hi <
|t| >
(UU9)
Then from (4.4.4)
„ 0 0
'J
, n it (A - — )
,4  E w e k n
- W l
1 Trt,
o ~  E (1 + cos — ) e on m'
gi !T ) + 2S2mfl ^ k '  m> + i S2mtl(Ak-
TTj 7r 
rf" m
(4.4.10)
where S (u) = sin -• \i n ^ ' 2
sin \  \i
Further, from (1.4.5)
bias
(4.4.11)
where the jump is at frequency
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It is easily seen from (4.4.1) that the effect of a jump 
/\
at A, on the estimate f(A, ) is given byK K
5r _nia3k)
167m 2
n
Z
-n+1
_ TTj T\ q  /-v *7 j TT
2m+l'Ak n + nr + 2m+l' k n m
(—  + A t ) +v n k' n (4.4.12)
In order to see the effect of a jump on the estimate f(A^) 
choose typical values for n, m and k, say n = 500> m = 50 and k = 125- 
Assuming the jump to occur at frequencies A, , A v and A, i 
respectively find the ratio of the sum of the effects at points 
A, i; A and A, i to the total effect due to the harmonic components.
K. o K *^ +2
These results are summarized in Table 1. Hence by removing these 
three points from the range on which f(A) is estimated, it is seen that 
even in the worst possible case when a jump occurs at a distance
IT from A^, approximately 75$ of the effect due to the presence 
of the harmonic component is removed.
Frequency at which 
harmonic occurs
Ratio of the effect due to the 
harmonic at frequency A, 
to the total effect °
j = k-p- k k + \
Total
0.201 0.527 0.201 0.929
- i 0.1*19 0.429 0.043 0.891
_ JL 
^  2 0.521 0.208 0 0.729
TABLE I 
✓s r n-1
Previously we had f(A, )= ^ -  E W (a-0)I (0,x) - —  W (o) I (0,x).k n , r r  ' n n n n-n+1
In the example being considered, taking the frequency of the harmonic
component to be A, , A, i and A, i respectively as before, on K K - K. - £
calculation it is found that the ratio of the effect at the point 
Av to the total effect due to the harmonic component to be O .9 6 Q, 
O.858 and 0.4l6 respectively. Comparing these values with the 
totals in Table I, in the worst possible case when a jump occurs 
at a distance — from a grid point, 73$ of the bias is removed 
using (4.A.6) as against bvjo using (4.3.1). In the comparison of 
the three values obtained (for the bias removed) in each of the two 
cases, while there is a sharp increase when the jump occurs at 
A, _i, there is little difference at the other two frequencies.
K  “  2
Nothing will be lost therefore by using (4.4.8) as an estimate of the
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spectral density in place of (4.3.5). (When deriving these
considered only over the range k - 1 0 < j < k +  10).
We can conclude therefore by saying that this new
estimate (4.4.6) based on grid points at a distance — apart
is superior to previous spectral estimates. This superiority is
demonstrated by comparing this estimate with Hannan’s
smoothed periodogram estimate (4.3.1). In the worst possible
case when a harmonic component occurs midway between two grid
points and say) then 73$ of the effect of this harmonic
component is removed using (4.4.6) as against 4l$ using (4.3.1).
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CHAPTER 5
Testing for a Jump in Cross-Spectra
• n e stribution of the product of t~ o periodograms.
"ur ideas ere now extended to the problem of testing for 
the presence of a harmonic component i two sets of observations 
5x 1 and |y j. e make t”ro distinct assumptions here, first the
G 0
x, are i.i.d. and so are the v,, second that fx,] is independent t " t t
offy ]. 7or example if x^ _and y_^  represent two independent sets 
of rainfall data, we would like to set up a test to determine 
whether or not there is any tendency for rainfall readings to 
oscillate periodically.
Consider tvro independent series (x , t = 1, n) and
JV  * = n) both of which are normally distributed with
zero mean and unit variance. For xt and yt in this form the correspond!^ 
periodogram ordinates In foy x) and ln fyy) are each distributed 
as X2 variables with two degrees of freedom.
If R W A j ) = In (*j,x) ln (Aj,y) , A. = (5.1.1)
then in order to form a test of significance it is required to
know the distribution of max
j
R (A )J
Put
l = W x) ~ X2
m = x2~ *2
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Then
<> ('L, m ) 1¥ e 0 < i5,m < co (5.1.2)
Define z = '£m 
w = 't 0 < z,w < co
Then
f (z,w) = 0(^m) IJI where |j| = j ^ 1w
i - i ( » #  
w e
f(z) i 4 ( ^ )5w e dw
and
Fx(c) Pr (z < c) c pa X 4(w+f/ / J^wO ' o dw dz
i - i
4 ( w+§)
(5.1.5)
If we have a change of variable such that
then
t = -|w, dt = -ij-dw
= 1 - sfe K, (f<3) (5.1.*0
where ^(v/c) is a modified Bessel function of the second kind,
of order unity.
8o.
Thus the distribution of R (A.) , j = 1, 2, ..., [-§-n] is
J
given by
F1(c) = Pr (r2(^) < c )
J
1 - \/c K1 f/ic)
and hence the distribution of max fT(A.) is given by
j j
F(c) = Pr (max R2(A.. ) < c )
' j
1 - nTc Kxwc PJ (5.1.5)
where, for x large,
K-gx) /iff
W
-x i 5 151 + ----- - +
105
128x2 1024x^ J
(5.1.6)
With the distribution of max IT-(A.) known it is now possible
j J
to form a test of significance for the presence of harmonic
components. This test, however, as shall soon be seen, depends
only on the amplitudes. A test is now derived for the phases of
the two independent series x, and y . These two tests, which willu x>
be found to be independent of each other, are then combined to give 
a test to determine the presence of harmonic components in spectra.
8l.
5.2 The Distribution of the Phase Differences
Let G^(A^) and (A^) he the phase angles of the 
components of x^ and y^ (with frequency A^) respectively} i.ei
n/\ * y y sin — rr/*. /\0V(A.) = arc tan t=1 t j #  ^0__(>O  ^# Tfa (5.2.1)x' J x J
Z x, cos tA. t Jt=l
and similarly for d^r(j\.) . 
Suppose
Z x, cos tA• 
t=i 4 J
a = Z y , COS tA. 
d t=i 13
z X, sin tA. 
t=i t J
h0 = Z y, sin tA. 
t=l J
then since
and
n 2 n
Z cos tA. 
t=l J
n= p = Zc. t=l
 sin tA3
xt : N(0,1) , yt : N(0,1)
we have
a]_ : K(0,|) a2 : H(0,|)
b1 : K (0 , | ) l>2 : H(»,g)
• a2 j b p ) — _
2 27T n
1 / 2  .2 2 , 2 \
”  “  \Q>-i +  * - - ] +  ®-q t  h p )e n 1 1 2 2 (5.2.2)
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Transforming to polar co-ordinates
a, = r, cos 0 1 1 x
b-, = rn sin 01 1 x
a, = r2 cos 0y
tp = r2 sin e
(5.2.3)
2 2 ,2
1 = al + bl
2 2 , 2
2 = a2 + >^2
arc tan ( —  
ai-
0 = arc tany
^(rl^0x,r2,ey^
f(r^ V r2^y) ^ i d^ dexdey n tt
1/ 2 2v
“ n(rl + r22 2 e r_ r^dr_ drod0 d01 2  1 2 x
f(0 ,0 ) x’ y'
1, 2 2x
1 " n rl + r2 ,1 r r e d r ^
0 ^ 0  ^O n O TT TT
1 2-* *-r1 nip,—  r, e dr, n? 1 1
1 2
1 “ nr2
m  r2 e dr2
4tt^
0 < 0 < 2rr— x —
0 < 0y < 277-
Put 0 /s /S£  = 0 - 0 x y 0 < 't < 2tt
Then
0 < m < 2ir
= f(0 .6 ) |J| = — g
* klT~
f("t) = f(0 - 0 )' x y
. 2tt 1 dm = —
o kirc
1
27T (5.2.4)
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Hence I Oy O\. )  - 0y ( x J i s  u n ifo rm ly  d i s t r i b u t e d  on th e  u n i t
c i r c l e  (mod 2rr) and i s  in d ep en d en t o f R '~(A .).
d
2 / vC o nverting  R (A .^) to  p o la r  c o -o rd in a te s  i t  fo llo w s  from  
( 5 .2 .3 )  t h a t  R2 (Ak ) = I n (A ,,x )  i j A ^ y )
Z x cos tA . + 2 X.  s in  tA .
t = l  J/  V t = l  t  J
2x —n Z y, cos tA . + ( Z y. s in  tA t = i  c j /  v t= i  o 3
! 2 (4 + + b '
4 2 2•— r* r
2 1 2
w hich i s  o f  co u rse  dependent o n ly  on th e  am p litu d e s  r ^ , r ^  and n o t
on th e  phases  6 (A. ) ,  6 (A . ) .x j  y j
U sing ( 5 .2 .4 )  a  t e s t  o f  s ig n i f ic a n c e  can be d e r iv e d ; 
t h i s  t e s t  b e in g  b a se d  on th e  phase d i f f e r e n c e s  f o r  th e  two 
in d ep en d en t s e r i e s .  U su a lly , how ever, t h e  o b se rv a tio n s  xf 
and  y^ a r e  n o t in d e p e n d e n t. These r e s u l t s  a re  now g e n e ra liz e d
to  th e  case  o f s ta t io n a r y  G aussian  p ro c e s s e s .
5*3 The application of the results to stationary Gaussian 
processes.
It is now assumed that each of the processes x and yu 0
are of a stationary Gaussian nature with spectral densities
f(A.,x) and f(A.,y) respectively. Thus from (2.1.9)
J J
I (A.,x) = 2tt f (A .,x ) I (a ,,s ) + L (A.) (5-5-1)u j j Xi j n J
1
where L^A^) is of order n 2, and similarly for In(A^y) so 
that
In (Aj,x) In (A^y) = 2ir f(Aj,x) 27Tf(Aj,y) In (A^e) In (Aj,r|)
+ Mn(Aj) (5-3-2)
1
where M (A..) is of order n 2 and T), are both independent n j
random variables with zero means and unit variances.
Let Kn (A^x) = In(A.,x) and Kn (A.,y) = In (X-,y)
2rrf (A.,x) 2rrf (A^,y)
so that
Kn<Vx) Kn(Vy) = th _____
2irf(Ayx) 2ttT(Ay y )
= z (say)
(5*3*3)
From (5.3*2) it follows that
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Pr Ir(~A.,x) Tn (A y y )  -  2nrf(7^ ,x) 2irfO\.,y)
W *5  ^^ aj
and allying Tchebycheff’s inequality as before,
Hence
converges
max
J
r2(V
2rrf (Ay x)2rrf (Ayy)
in probability to zero.
H2 (AyS,n)
2 r2(V
\  ^  ~ m^ X 2rrf (Ay x).2mf (Ay y)
Sy(s,T]) = max In(A . ,s )  In(Ay T))
Putting
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and P r >  d ( n ,a )  ^ a  . (5. 3.4)
Then
Kn (V x)Kn (V y) t Kn (V x ) Kn (V y) ~ h A A  P i ^
d(n,oj) d ( n ,a ) d ( n ,a )
so t h a t
K (A . ,x )  K ( p . , y )max n y  n N j 7t/
J d ( n ,a )
max
d (n ,a )
max W * >  Kn (Af y) - I n (X. , s )  In (A. ,n)  
d ( n ,a )
(5 .3 . 5')
But i t  has  a l r e a d y  been seen t h a t
maX I Kn^VX) Kn ^ y y ) “ I n ^ J , s  ^ I
j
converges  i n  p r o b a b i l i t y  t o  z e ro .  Hence from (5 .3*4) and 
( 5 .3 .5 )  i t  f o l lo w s  t h ° t
T> \ ,  ,
^   ^ a ( n , T  > 1 )
r T h is  i s  so o n ly  i f  l i ra  P r  \
1*1 • >  00
g j / e » 7?) 
d ( n , a ) > x )
i s  c o n t in u o u s  a t  x = 1 .  ]
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i.e.
mi -8 )
2mf (A .,x ) ,2rrf (a .,y) <3 U
> d(n,a) -► a
Asymptotically, therefore, the statistic (5*3*5) will have the
same distribution as (5*1.1) and will thus have the distribution
(5.1.5)* Also, as we have already seen in the last chapter,
replacing the density function by its smoothed periodogram estimate
asymptotically does not affect the statistic (5*3*3)* In
estimating f(A.,x), f(A.*y) however, the same kind of difficulty J J
occurs as before, i.e.
r2(V
2irf (Aj,x)2irf (Aj,y)
will be reduced, when the null hypothesis (i.e. no periodicity) 
is frlse , by inflation of the denominator. To minimize this 
effect the spectral densities are estimated using (4.4.8). Hence
max (^  .)
j asymptotically has the same distribution
2ir?(A .,x)2n£(A^y)
as if x^ and y were N.I.D. (0,1) i.e. it is asymptotically
2
distributed the same as max R (A.)(see 5.1.5).
3 J
We now consider the distribution of the phase differences
MA ) - w when x^ and y^ are each stationary Gaussian
processes i.e. : W(0,a^) and y^ :W( 0,a0).
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As b e fo re  a n = Z x, cos t A .
1  t = i  t J
v a r  ( a ^ ) e(a^) - C(a )
6 ( Z X, cos t A . 
v t = l  t  J
n n
Z Z 7 , cos t A . cos s A .
s=l t-1 S_t J J
p lT n n
= 2 / Z Z c o s ( s - t )  A
V  0 s = l t - 1
p i r n n
=  j Z Z cos ( s - t )  ;
o
i—i ii CO t = l
p i r n n
=  1 Z Z c o s ( s - t ) A  <
^  0 S = 1 t = l
n 7T n ]
+ / 2  J
'j j
O S=1 t=l
Now the  f i r s t  te rm  on th e  r i g h t  hand s ide
n n
= \  Z Z 7 , cos ( s - t )  A
' s=l  t = l  ^
n -1  
Z
u= -n+1
w h i le  th e  second te rm
j
S  f l - I H l V e i UAJ n /  ' u
n l t  n n
i  Z Z e ‘
O S=1 t=l
i ( s - t ) A  /  i ( s + t ) A  . - i ( s + t ) A  .
+ e d F ( * )
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i_ P" sin 2. (a +A) 
2 / ___  if ..J ..
o sin (ÄT+A)Ü
. alli ^ . cos (n+1) A, cLF(a )
sin A -Aj ü
and this is negligible unless A. is near to A
J
.*. — var (an )n ' 1
n-1
Z
u= -n+1
(l - läh 7 e1UAJV n J 7u
~ 2tt f (Ayx)
. *. var (a1 ) •*. im f('Ä.,x)— J
So a^  ^ : N(0,n?rf (Ayx) ) aQ : N(o,mrf(Ayy) )
b-j^ : N(0,mrf(Ayx) ) b2 : N(0,rrrrf(Ayy) )
n itA.
Putting J(A.^x ) = Z x e J
n J t=l
n n
= Z x cos tA. + i Z x sin tA. 
t=l J t=l t J
= a^ + ib^
Then from (2.1.3) J.(A.^x) converges in probability to k(A.) J (A.,s)a j J n J
so that arg [J (A..,x)] converges in probability to arg [ k(A .) J (A.>e )1 n j j ^ J
where, as before, are independent random variables mean zero and
unit variance. Then, for a fixed A., we can putJ
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k< V  Jn < V s) c(A.) + id.(A^ )| [ u(Aj) + iv(A.)
I C(A ,) u(A.) - d(A.) v(A.) + iL J J J J I c(Aj) v (a )^ + d(^ j) u(Aj
27rj j j — 0 > lj 2  ^ • > t; [2n]; a (A •)and, for A. of the form , 0 _ v, L ,J 71 J
and v(A^) are independent so that
c(Aj) u(A^) - d(A^) v 0^) and c(Aj) v (Aj ) + d(^j) u (^j)
are independent.
Hence a^ and b^ are asymptotically independent and so
/ 2 2*- (ax + b1)
f (a1^ 1;aP^ 2)
2mrT(A.,x)
e riTTf (AyX)
2 m  f(A^y)
(a2 + b
mnf (Aj,y)
(50.4)
Transforming this to polar co-ordinates we find the marginal density
- L x (V  " ®y(V j  to be
the same as before
of 0_(Aj ); 0 (A j) and hence the density of
i .e. ) -  e b  )) 1__2rr • < ex, ey < ^
Also transforming (5*5*5) to polar co-ordinates gives
O
J 
O
J
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z = Kn (Ä ,x) Kn (A.,y)
2 2r r 1 2
•r2r,2f(Aj;x) f(7\j,y)
which is dependent only on the amplitudes r^, and not on the
phases 0 (A.), 6 (A.); As before we may form two independent j y <3
tests, one being based on the amplitudes and the other on the 
phases, of the observations and y^ _.
* * * * * * *
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5 A fest for the presence of a harmonic component.
The test about to be derived will, as has been suggested, 
be a combination of two independent tests, one based on the ampli­
tudes and the other on the phases of the two series of observations 
x^ and y . For the statistic
R2 (A .)max j ________
J 3rf(A ,x) 2irf (A ,,y)
J J
the distribution function is given by
F1(c1) = 1 - •Jc1 K y  •/c1 )
Jf]
(5.4.1)
where K^fx) is a modified Bessel function of the second kind, of 
order unity. The phase difference [0 (h .) - G (ä .)] is uniformlyx j y j
/N ^distributed about the unit circle, i.e. [0r(A.) - 0 (a .)] has thex j y j
distribution function
F2^C2^
22
2ir (5.^.2)
As it M s  been seen these two tests are independent so that 
they may be combined; the method of combination used is that given 
by Anderson and Bancroft [l] . For
p =  f f(t) dt
J  -CO
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i t  can be shown th a t  - 2 lo g  p. i s  d is t r ib u te d  as  X0 and in  g e n e ra l,e l  c.
2sin ce  th e  p a re  independent, th e  sum of k such X v a lu es  i s  
2d is t r ib u te d  as X w ith  2k degrees o f freedom . T herefore
-2 ( lo g e P l  + lo g e P2 (5.^ -5)
i s  d i s t r ib u te d  as a  X d i s t r ib u t io n  w ith  fo u r  degrees o f freedom .
For F-^Cc^) we re q u ire  -2 lo g e p1 to  be la rg e  when F ^(c^ )
i s  n ear to  1 . Thus we choose p^ = 1 - F-^(c^) and- the  f i r s t  term
in  (5 .4 .3 )  i s  -2 lo g  ( l  -  F1 (c1 ) ) ,  where c n i s  th e  observed v a lu e .e _l -L i.
I f  we reduce [0 (X. ) -  6 (X .)] modulo 2JT then  v a lu es  n ea r zero x '  y  y '
and v a lu es  n ear 2tt a re  s ig n i f ic a n t  of a sm all d if fe re n c e  in  phase
A
a n g le . The s im p le s t procedure i s  to  p lo t  th e  two phases 0 (X.)x J
and 9 (X .) on th e  u n i t  c i r c l e  and tak e  the  sm a lle r o f th e  two ang les y j
2cbetween them. I f  c0 i s  t h i s  value th en  __2 i s  an a p p ro p ria tew
choice o f p ^ . (The 2 in  th e  num erator comes from the  f a c t  t h a t  we 
have no p r io r  reason  fo r  b e lie v in g  th a t  th e  phase d if fe re n c e  i s  in  
one d i r e c t io n  o r th e  o th e r ) .  I t  m ight be no ted  here  th a t  i f  
0 (X.) and 6 (X.) a re  d ia m e tr ic a lly  opposed in  some circum stancesx j  y  j
one might w ish to  t r e a t  t h i s  as  s ig n i f ic a n t  s in ce  such a phase 
d if fe re n c e  m ight co rrespond  to  a  mere d if fe re n c e  in  s ig n  between two 
components. Whether o r not one w i l l  want to  a llow  f o r  t h i s  p o s s ib i l i ty  
w i l l  depend upon p r io r  knowledge.
9b.
Substituting these values for and p^ in (5.4.3) gives
-2(loge (1 - F1(o1)) + log Qj) ) (5.4.4)
2which is distributed as a X distribution with four degrees of 
freedom.
* * * * * * *
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5.5  A problem on r a i n f a l l s .
The th e o r e t i c a l  r e s u l t s  o b ta in ed  to  date  in  t h i s  ch ap te r 
a re  now a p p lie d  to  two independent s e ts  o f r a i n f a l l  d a ta  to  determ ine 
w hether th e re  i s  a tendency f o r  r a i n f a l l  read in g s  to  o s c i l l a t e  p e r io d ­
i c a l l y .  The two s e ts  of r a i n f a l l  read in g s  used a re  U .S. R a in fa l l
1952-57 (which w i l l  be denoted by x^ : x^ i s  a th re e  day running
"tilt o t a l  o f r a i n f a l l  in  p o in ts  on th e  t  day of th e  y e a r)  and World
o f th e  y e a r , a s  a percen tage  o f the  mean r a i n f a l l ) .  The two s e r ie s  
a re  independent (see B r ie r  [5] )*
For each o f th e se  s e r ie s  the  periodogram  was ev a lu a te d  
(u sing  an I.B .M . 1620 com puter) from ( l . 2 . U) i . e .
n = 365« These periodogram  v a lu es  a re  given in  Table 2 . Using 
w eights
thR a in fa l l  1880-1950 (denoted by y^ ; y^ be in g  tak en , on the  t  day
W (A) = n
0 o therw ise (5.5.2)
96.
bo th  f ( A .,x )  and f ( A .,y )  .were e s tim a ted , f o r  A, 
J <3 J
j  = 1, 2 , 1Ö2, u s in g  (4 .4 .8 ) ,  i . e .
S W (A — )l (— ) - {w (0)1 (A.)+W (-)I  (A +-)+W (-)I  (A.- -)1 ^__^n j  n n n n n j  n n n j  n '  n n n j  n j
3. -  —  (w  (0) + 2W (~)Nj ln V n n 'n  J j
(5 . 5 . 3 )
P u tt in g  R (A.) = I  (A .,x ) I  (A .,y ) and u sin g  th e  s p e c t r a l  j  n j  n j
e s tim a te s  f ( A .,x )  and f ( A .,y )  th e  s t a t i s t i c  
J J
2rrf(A ,x)2rrf (A ,y )  
J J
(5 .5 .4 )
may be formed and ta b u la te d .
An exam ination  o f Table 2 shows th a t  th e  maximum of th e  t e s t
s t a t i s t i c  (based on co h eren ce ) seems c e r ta in  to  occur a t  a m u ltip le
o f j  = 9 so t h a t  we w i l l  examine th e se  to  f in d  which i s  th e  g r e a te s t .
Table 3 g iv es  v a lu es  o f f ( A . , x )  and f(A , y )  fo r  m u ltip le s  o f j  = 9
J <3
w hile Table 4 g ives v a lu es  o f th e  s t a t i s t i c  (5*5*4) f o r  th e  same
v a lu es  o f j .  I t  i s  seen from Table 4 th a t  th e  maximum o f t h i s
s t a t i s t i c  i s  0.10934 x 103 o c cu rrin g  a t  j  = 45* Using (5 .2 .1) the
phase d if fe re n c e s  ©^(A..) and 6y (A^) ( fo r  th e  s e r ie s  x^ and y^
re s p e c tiv e ly )  a re  e v a lu a te d  (Table 5 ) and a t  j  = 45 [0 (A.) -  0 (A.)]7 x j  y j
i s  found to  be 1.355247*
97.
Letting c = 0.10934 x 103, from (£.1.6)
Ki ftci)
and so,from (5-4.1)
F i ( o i )  ■
0.11493064 x 10"4
nmax r20U
v  ^ 2rrf(X ,x)2irf(X^,y)
i -*rCl Kj_ (/c1)
0.97812
182
and
Furthermore,
= 0.
12 _ 1.353247 
2zr 7r
02188
= 0.43139
Placing (5.5.5) and (5.5.6) in (5.4.4), on calculation
-2 (ioge (i-f^ )  ) + log Qr) )
(5.5.5)
(5.5.6)
= 9.33 (5.5.T)
Now = 9*49 at the 5$ level so that (5.5*7) Is not significant.
Summarising these results it may be said that the test
derived from an examination of the cross-spectra of two independent
does not a,*^
series of rainfall readings indicate$ that there is ae- tendency 
for rainfall values to oscillate periodically.
98.
I  (A .,x )n y Xn(V y) j : I  (?v.,x)n y I n (A .,y )
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
!0.72852071X107 
j0.99860038x1c1 
I0.60203156X101 
I0.41648224X101 
0.16942270x10s 
0.74o6l753><102 
10.26690154x10s 
!0.l88o4554xlo3 
' 0 .498oo64lxlo2 
0.22422593x10s 
O.3047218CXIO2 
0.15789802x10s
0.73722252X102 
0.642683o6xio2 
0.17393128X103 
0.28621775x10s 
0.23635785x10s 
0.73852022x10s 
0.13895073X104 
0.46847928x10s 
0.41067945x10s
0.18121023x10s
0.21911008x10s
0.66805315x102
o .l4 6 o 4 4 9 lx lo s
0.6740881CXI02
0.33163068XI02
0.46369745X102
0.34485832x10s
0.80007419X102
0.16283904x10s
0.80819813x10s
0.11981483x10s
0.10684456x10s
0.10843687x10s
0.10887363x10s
0.10425822x10s
0.10819062x10s
0.10875483x10s
0.95452734X107
0.96176958XIO7
0.91892076XIO7
0.85905194XI07
0.85022702X107
0.80940334xi07
0.71897162X107
O.77505128XIO7
0.70735008xi07
0.61410120X107
0.56602443X107
0.55403282X107
0.432070l6x l07
0.38175342X107
0.36207562X107
0.35260l80xl07
0.24l55096xl07
0.26007844x107
0.21397787X107
0.15690343X107
0.15748172x1c7
0 .1 l8 7 2 l8 4 x l0 7
0.11216837X107
j!
31;0.30109732X102 |
3 2 i0.32832534x10s !
_ i
33 O.281166SX .0s j
34 0 . 9084335&<102 11
35!0.13225744x10s  I 
3 6 ;0.44094890x10s 1 
37 0.15£89CC4xl03 ! 
3 8 10.84850284x10s 
3 9 ;0.29849822x10s ! 
4o 0.62622268x10s j 
4l!o.18376769x10s ,
42 0.10288520x10s ;
43 O.I0502232XIO2 :
44 0.69564427X102 I 
4 5 (0.11990351X104 I 
4 6 ;0.10226917x10s
4 7 ‘0.23207947x10s 1
1
4810.32669265x10"-1 
49 0.80768312x10s  j 
5o;o.88621326xl01 !
51 O.28780273XIO2 j
52 0.12698866x10s ■ 
5 3 !0.4l978472xlO2 
54 :o.29392534xios  ;
55 :0.64286969x1g1
56 IC.42051484X101
57 0.42184022x10s
1
58 0.14864213x10s
59 0.76053813x10s
60 ;0.98605868x10l
61 0.78661189x10s
0.81668427x10s
0.68982472x10s
6 :0.31757523X10 
O.39228293XIO6 
0.18588084x106 j 
O.I4797868XIO6 ; 
0.93179928X105 j 
0.35690375X105 I 
0.50530046xl04 ; 
0.14127713x10s j 
0.17584563x10s j 
0.30558665x10s j 
0.32848882x10s j 
0.35975205X106 
0.60046542x10s 
0.63922362x10s 
0.88134405x10s j 
0 . 94871868x10s j 
0.11988989XIO7 j 
0.13936975xl07 j 
0.13052325X.107 ; 
0.16028369XI07 j 
O.18386112XIO7 j
0.19789517X107
O.21969138XIO7 ;
0.20257717X107
0.23651203X107
0.22611980X107
.
0.2401134SX107
0.25258053X107
0.25720167X107
TABLE 2
99.
3
...1
I  (A . , x )— n' y  1
62
1
O.34OI3367XIO2 !
63 0.14588647x10s j
64 0.17834203x10s
65 0.18932214x10° I 
6610.185623HXLO2
67 0.74464679*102 I
ct\ 00 0.32683679x10s
69 0.10207360x10°
70 0.2953619^ 10s
71 0.19927678x10°
72 0.10956193x10°
73 O.99619035XIO2
74 0.49687594x10s
7 5 !0.68112487X102
76 0.2709673x10 2
77 0.42751542x10s
78 O.67562898XIO1
79 O.92155983X101
80 0.28540101X102
8 l 10.15000316x10°
82 0.59014547x10s
83 0.94892246x10s
84 | 0 . 70428739X101
85 :0.65l62509b<102
86 |o .22029944x10s
87 ■0.6888886oxlos
88 Io .534o6312x102
I  fc ,,y )n ,i
89 :0.55821638x10s
90 :0.32836650x1c)2
91 'O.63013868XIO1
0.24425494xio7
O.2368808IXIO7
0.22497795X107
O.23855214XIO7 ||
ii
0.2397'T034xio7 j 
0.23117573X107 || 
0 .2  3813923>a07 
0.20675166X107
0.19701521X107 i 
0.20598010X107 ;
0.18987574X107
0.16095615X107
0.17379038X107
0.15988030X107
0.15172823X107
0.13994001X107
o.l246io8rxio7
0.10531647X107
0.97481156x10° 
0.78130860X106 
0.69506454x10° |! 
0.58735857X106 j 
0.56691786x10s :! 
0.4o4o4649xlo° 
0.38183668x10s 
O.28824367XIO6 
0.22450263x10s 
0.16484610x10° 
0.13901437x10° 
0.95398427x10s !i
92*0.15547222X102 I
0.24306187x10s i
0.74468400x10s
0.54861769x10s
94 0.54420046X101 0.47013556x10s ;
95 0.26350818x10s 0 .46308484x10s
96 0.24888252x10s 0.56612947x10s j
97 0.13876296x10s 0.59739320x10s i
98 0.32579463X102 0.93128942x10s
99 0.34509476x10s O.96831473XIO5 !
100 0.2280534 x io 2 0.13583224x10°
101 0.15495652X101 0.15638356x10° j
102 0.36599512X103- 0.18997164x10° j
103 0.55431265x10s 0.21029085x10°
104 0.14182190X101 0.24137392x10°
105 0.16868413x10s 0.26548116x10°
106 0.19194339X102 0.29529967xlOe !
107 0.17220849x10s 0.31832630x10°
108 0.12295011x10s 0.35413802x10°
109 0.19344852X101 0.36328597x10°
110 0.22248136X101 0.37623912X106 j
111 0.34892468xlCfL 0.39296802x10°
112 0.84349720X101 0.38178602x10°
113 0.3009483 x l O 1 0.40401783x10°
114 0.19490808x10s 0.38721695x10°
115 O.69873123XIÖ1- 0.39805158x10°
116 0.38412857X101 0.37397363x10°
117 O.58691369XIO1 0.37043164x10°
H H 00 O.92775857XIO1 0.34335336x10°
119 0.98190646X101 0.33623868x10°
120 0.1028533 xlO1 0.30695545x10°
121 0.93522531x10° 0.28809465x10°
TABLE 2 ( Continued.)
100.
<3 I n (Ay x )
122!0.91621561X101 i
123 0 . 94315578XIO1 1
124; 0.19121758X101
125 0.29200657X101
126: 0.76985100x10° ;
127: O .339OO870X1O1 ;
128' 0.13032266X101 1
129 0.98659073x10° ;
130 0 . 42610328X101
131 0.95045556x10°
132 0 . 97971512X101 j
133 0 . 11977096X102
134 0 . 3377640x10-1 1
135
0 . 124697U x lO 1
! 136 0.19424852 xio2
137 0.54415282 ><10
138 0.29427942 xlO2
139 0.22179506 xlO 2
l 4o 0.17045452 xlO 2
i l 4l 0.89645523 xlO"1
i 142 0.21573413 xlO 2
143 0.20147647 xlO 2
1 144 0.29985641 x io 1
1145 ,0 .16231750 x io 2
146 0.15680745 x io 1
1 147 10.13785802 XlO1
! 148 0.18844960 X io 2
1 149 0.41251468 x io 11
150 0.63370175 XlO1
151 0.20261065 x io 2
I (a . , x ) n / Xn (V y)
0.47^22347x10©
!: 1 5 5 0 . 17048625X101 ; 0 . 48127175x106 
156 0.27870301x102 I 0 .49956043x l0 6 
1 5 7 :0 . 124523l 4x l 02 i 0 . 52890901X106
159'0.42055005x10* ! 0.54099235x10?
160:0.10602801x102 
0 . 31458156x105 I I  l 6l ' 0.280247OlxlO1 
0 . 21904447x105 I; 162 jo .10210593xl02 
0.10243134x10s 163IÖ.12871704XIO2
0.53507506x10° 
0.57293945x10s 
0.55746542x10s 
0.55900706x10s 
0.54377298x10s 
0.56011128x10: 
0.50087860x10s 
0.50601893x106 
0.47912624x106 
0 .4 8 o4927Xx106 
0.50934287x10s ; 170;0.24872327x10s i o.43o66o4l^ao6 
0.74899687x10s 171 : 0 .12309H 5xl02 I 0.43155630x10"
0.99457868x10s ;' 1 7 2 '0.1250808IXIO1 I 0.38768594x10s 
0.13049909x10s |j 173 0.43340975xl02 ! 0.39649189x10s 
0 .l6 6 4 8 i4 0 x l0 6 I 1 7 4 I0.31183865XIO2 I 0 .3 5099241x106 
175 ;0 .25913229x10s ; 0.33785049x10s
0.30222750x10s 
0 .3 l4 6 4 l8 3 x l0 6 
0.28733542x10s 
0.28341597x10s 
0.25626215x10s 
0.25304094x10s
! 1
182 ;0 .4l669430xl02 0.25798958x106
178 10.27375377x10^
TABLE 2 (Continued)
101.
,  ar.1
o : =565 I . >*)J J
9 0.11709544-xlo2 0.76469586xl0e 1
18 0.20864988x102 0 .45148254x10s ;
27 0.80334680X101 0.15114224x106
36 0.27286877X102 0.18559892X105 ;
*5 0.33253190X101 O.5OI57845XIO5 i
5^ O.4470825OXIO1 0.14525132X106
63 0.59152395x10^ 0.19476574X106
72 0.44451986x10 0.14839l49><106 j
81 0.27353009X101 0.69316314x10s
90 0.27992895X101 0.13679392x10s !
99 0.91397310x10 0.9406l700xl04
108 0.74330780x10 0.26126364x10s
! 117 0.62544822x10 0.28242344x10s :
126 0.32380303x10° 0.12047605x10s
135 0.10855751X101 0.15662955X104 ;
144 0.67728256x10° 0.12746681x10s
153 0.10259442X101 0.33845175x10s ;
162 0.11059422X101 0.42982315x10s
171 O.29030326XIO1 0.33884690x10s
l8 o 0.15675562X101 i 0.23971630x10s
j____________________
TABLE 5
102.
■v ar.i
;V 5 5 T  ;
j  =
a n i i
2irf(A ,x)2rrf(A ,y) 
J J
- ■ - - - -  ________ _
O
E2(Afi)
R (A.)
J
. . . 1
2rrf (A.,x)2rrf (X.,y)|
9
9
0.35349923X10
i t -  a
0.21565367x1OlO 0.610054X1Ö1
18 0.37189373X109 O.78649507XIC?'0 0.21l484xl0S
27 0.47934550XlOS 0.72755720X108 0.151781x1c?"
36 0.19993509X108 O.6525IO36XIO8 0.326361x1c?"
^5 0.65846383X107 0.71997911x10s 0.109342X103
54 0.25637018x108 0.58i 66405x109 0.226884xl02
_  1
63 0.45482533X10S 0.34557T05X108 0.759802X10
72 0.2 6o4ll3 5x10S O.2O8O3I52XIO9 O.798857X101
8 l 0.74851469X107 O.II7I9875XIO9 0.156575X102
90 0.15117304x107 0.45647634X107 0.301956x1c?"
99 0 .3393 95^0> aoe 0.334l6033xl07 0.984575X1C?"
108 0.76666813x10s 0.4354l308xl07 0.567929X101
117 O.69735I69XIO6 0.2174ll40xl07 0.311767X101
126 0.15400733x10s 0.11422479xl06 0.741684x10°
135 0.67126395x10s 0.3029l68ixl04 0.451263x1er 1
144 0.34082132x106 o.499205i4xio6 0.146471X101
153 0 . 13708l94xl07 0.10787186x10s 0.786915X101
162 0.l8766443xl07 0.56920525XI07 0.303310X101
171 0.38834273x107 0.5312076IXI07 O.136788XIO1
l8o 0.14834757X107 0.97337279< 10s 0.656143x10°
TABLE 4
103.
> 2 L i
= 555
J =  j
a (A.)
x 0
a (A.) 
y  j
9
O.8OI72798XIO0 -O.I38O5I36XIO1
18 ■ -O.I4458I33XIO1 0.57387043x10° ;
27 O.257O6527XIO0 -0.91503823^10°
36 -0.94343158X10° 0.36313003^10°
45 0.13633439X101 0.80967830X10“2
54 | 0.12934778X101 -0.14816456X101
63 0.25673062X10° 0.28415624x10°
72 -O.I47I2662XIO1 -0 .9 4 5 5 5 0 7 ^ 1 0 °
81 -0.19076877X10° 0.97192661x10°
90 0.31864434x10° 0.25112989X10"1 ;
99 -0.50795245x10° 0.52244326X10°
108 -0.20537733x10° -0.41529418x10°
117 0.71850879x10° 0.14848382X101
126 -O.13856376XIO1 0.14532585x10°
135
0.18688698x10° 0.28836720x10°
144 O.13110796KIO1 0.97920810x10°
155 -0.70018909x10° -0.29743366x10° ;
162 0.21544606x10° -0.14929045X101
171 0.15498822X101 0.57682377x10°
180
j
-0.31506106x10° -0.19203252x10°
—
TABLE 3
(1.952) "Statistical Theory in 
Research", McGraw-Hill.
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